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ADVANCED EYE TECHNOLOGY
FOR SUPERIOR EYE EFFECTS
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DISCOVER THE NEW MAYBELLINE.COM
Emily is wearing New Eye Studio 1

' Color Explosion "'' Luminizing Eyeshadow in Forest Fury. 0201 1 Maybelline LLC.



Exquisite color. Ignited by light.

Explosive eyes are born

INTRODUCING

COLOR EXPLOSION
LUMINIZING EYESHADOW
Sweep on sophisticated pigments for our truest color payoff.

Then glide on our exclusive luminizing topcoat to unleash a

surge of multidimensional color. Prepare for impact.

5 shades that will blow you away.

YORK



TAKE EVERY
ADVANTAGE

HOPE SOLO



EXCEPTIONAL
WARMTH.

NIKEWOMEN.COM
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Faux fur-trimmed vest.

Polyester. S-L. $78.

Maxi dress. S-L. $69.

Advertised merchandise

may not be carried at your

local Macy's and selection

may vary by store. 1090030.

see all the winter trends

and create cool new locu

to add to your wardrobe,

plus, get the scoop

on the latest fashion tips.

Visit macys.com/mstylelab

his & sn much more.



mstyl lab

fell II LU KIIUW
bout fashion
t your fingertips

A/EATER PROJECT
ir Isle cowlneck sweater

th belt. S-XL. 34.50.

O DENIM
inny jeans with horseshoe

ck pocket. Sizes 0-15. 24.5
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BUTJUSTONE CLEANSER TO KEEP

KIN CLEANAND FRESH.
- Carrie Underwood

OLAY FACIAL CLEANSERS |NEWLgo#

Glamming it up isn't the only fun part. These cleansers are .

clean and fun. They go deep down to the pore for skin that's

naturally beautiful. Even without makeup. Well, maybe just
~

OLAY. CHALLENGE WHAT'S POSSIBLE."

DlAV
-/..
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MAKE YOUR BODY LOOK
AMAZING! With these

personalized tips, you'll look
your best in every outfit!

ONE PIECE, FOUR WAYS!
This tee is a secret weapon
for hotness.

SHOW OFF YOUR SHAPE!
Ten cool trends that will

flatter you from head to toe.

PICK YOUR PERFECT BRA!
When you have the right bra,

your clothes will fit even better.

FASHION HAUL! Grab these
pretty pieces before they sell out

STAR SECRETS TO A GREAT
BODY! Steal the tricks celebs use
to look perfect on the red carpet.

V HER STYLE Our fashion crush
tells you how to work your curves.

RUNWAY BARGAIN BLOWOUT!
Get high-end styles for a little cash.

DRESS UP! Flaunt your figure in one
of these super-chic dresses.

LET'S GET LOUD Footloose star

Julianne Hough plays around in the
season's coolest patterns.

beauty
60

66

68

70

72

76

124

138

SHOW OFF YOUR FAVORITE
FEATURES! The prettiest eyes, lips, and
cheeks, customized just for you!

PUMP UP YOUR PONY! A week's worth of

the easiest styles ever.

COORDINATE YOUR COLORS! Pairing
makeup with standout tops can be tricky:

Here's exactly how to do it.

BRIGHTEN UP! Keep your skin smooth and
glowy all season long.

4 SECRETS TO CRAZY-HEALTHY HAIR!
Hot tips for coarse textures.

WORLD'S BEST BEAUTY TRICKS
Great ideas from girls around the globe.

MAJOR LOOKS (+ SNEAKY LITTLE
SECRETS!) A makeup pro shows you how
to wear bold trends.

LOVE IS IN THE AIR! Find a new
fragrance to crush on.
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"THE MORE OUTRAGEOUS
THE BETTER!"

Gwen Stefani

Gwen is wearing Voluminous False Fiber Lashes in B'ackesl Black

©2011 L'oreai usa, inc. lorealparisusa.com



NOW, THE POWER OF
SCULPTING FIBERS

CREATE THE
MOST OUTRAGEOUS
FALSE LASH LOOK.

NEW
VOLUKuNOUS

;r lashes

Our most technically advanced volume.

Exclusive sculpting fibers wrap every lash

to build the most incredible false lash effect.

Also available in waterproof.

HJEtfEl Discover the Power

cijV-_k, of Sculpting Fibers

Scan trie code with your smartphone.

To download a scanner, visit getscanlife.ccm

on your mobile browser or text SCAN to 43588.

Because you're worth it.

T '

L'OREAL
PARiS



health
-7Q COOL MOVES, HOT BODY!

/ Tone up fast with this fun
dance workout.

EAT RIGHT ON THANKSGIVING!
Here's what to pick—and what
to pass—on turkey day.

A THE SEVENTEEN BODY PEACE
AWARDS! Let these confidence-

building heroes inspire you!

love life
FALL IN LOVE! The chill in the

air is just another reason to get

closer to your guy.

HIS WILD HOOKUP
?U THOUGHTS! Real guys

spill the crazy stuff they're

thinking about.

SNEAKY WAYS TO TURN HIM
DOWN (THE NICE WAY)!
Make an awkward situation easier

for him

—

and you.

DO GUYS THINK YOU'RE
DESPERATE? Take this quiz to see if

your moves are overkill.

try Candice
Accola's
dance

workout!

FIND YOUR PERFECT MATCHiThe Best Boyfriends in

America tell you how to find an amazing guy.

your lite
"WE FOUGHT OUR SMUT LIST! 5

How Sophia and her crew stopped
nasty rumors.

MONEY CAN BUY HAPPINESS!
Boost your mood with these

cheap thrills.

QQ GET KILLER CONFIDENCE!
i? ^/ Feel stronger with smart tips

from Kelly Clarkson.

MEET THE FRESHMAN CLASS!
Fun stats about our new crop of

college reporters!

Mvntee/ijwi

YOUR ALL-ACCESS

GUIDE TO GLEE!

Kelly's killer

confidence
tips!

THE LOST GIRLS Why so many girls go
missing—and how you can protect yourself now.

Major gossip from the set!

Dance lessons from Harry

& Heather!

• Behind-the-scenes

video from Heather's

cover shoot!

Gleek out now at seventeen.com/glee.

100

144

and...
10 NOVEMBER FREEBIES! All things Twilight—plus
I Z— tix to the premiere of Breaking Dawn\

MGET HEATHER'S WILD STYLE With this

makeup, it's a cinch!

O (\ DO YOU WANT TO BE A MODEL? Check out Tyra
/- \J Banks's Fiercely Real Model Contest!

OOHI FROM ANN! What you really think about
/-£- your body.

A WHAT YOU THINK! Everything that's on your
Z—^ mind right this minute.

1 r\~7 THANKSGIVING FUN! Have a blast all weekend
I vyO long with the hottest games, movies, and party ideas.

1 1 O HEATHER MORRIS The hilarious Glee star spills

I \Z— her secret crush and more!

1 A O TRAUMARAMA! Just be happy this crazy stuff

I *H"O didn't happen to you.

ICn NOVEMBER HOROSCOPES Check out juicy

I \J \J predictions for your sign.

2 ce </)

< £2
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Now, define, color

| and highlight in just

one sweep.

NEW

THEONESWEE
EYESHADOB

Achieve a beautiful, professional look

from our one-of-a-kind applicator.

In Natural, Playful, and now Smoky,

12 expertly coordinated palettes enhance

eye color like no other shadows can.

Mistake-proof results have never been easier.

SWEEP DOWN SWEEP ACROSS FINISHED I f I

Discover backstage beauty secrets made easy at

lorealparis.com/

Sow in Smoky <or A I yes (908).

Because you're worth it"

L'OREAL
PARiS



November

FREEBIES!
Count down to Breaking Dawn with a month full of
awesome Twilight goodies. Go to seventeen.com
every day in November for your chance to win!

Get the superstar treatment when you

attend the Breaking Dawn - Part /

premiere in Los Angeles with one guest!

(Rob, Kristen, and Taylor will all be there!)

[sparkle]

SUNDAY MONDAY

Save this,

calendar for a

chance tort*
every

day m November.

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1 winner gets a

Twilight Sparkle

Ceramic Ionic Dryer

1 winner scores a

Twilight Sparkle Ionic

Steam Hairsetter

[wave]

1 winner snags a Twilight

Sparkle Detailer

[flat]

6

I

3 winners get a Breaking

Dawn water bottle

[edward]

5 winners score an

|
Immortal Twilight duo set

[romance]

10 winners get a copy

of Twilight on DVD

[j'aSPer ]

3 winners score a

Breaking Dawn tee

[bella]

3 winners snag a

Breaking Dawn
key chain and stickers

[Jacob]

3 winners get a

Breaking Dawn tote bag

[cullen]

3 winners get a

Breaking Dawn hoodie

[swan]

11

4*k
3 winners score Breaking

Dawn dog tags and pins

[alice]

3 winners get a yearlong

set of 12 one-month

Breaking Dawn calendars

[rosalie]

14

i
5 winners get Luna

Twilight Gleam Metallic

Mascara

[drama]

10 winners score a copy

of New Moon on DVD

[ Carlisle]

5 winners snag Twilight

Venom lip stain

amour 1[gl

10 winners snag a copy

ofEc/ipseonDVD

[emmet]

16

b
5 winners get Luna

Twilight Mortal Glow

Blushing Creme

[flush]

10 winners get a copy of

Twilight in Forks on DVD

[esme]

17

5 winners score Luna

Twilight Femme Fatale

Lip Gloss

[kiss]

10 winners get a copy of

The Twilight Saga: The

Official Illustrated Guide

renesmee

18

5 winners get a bottle

of Immortal Twilight

perfume

[bloom]

10 winners score a set of

Twilight graphic novels

[volturi]

19

5 winners snag
Twilight Venom Blush

[glow]

26

10 winners get a set of

all four Twilight novels

[wolf]

27

10 winners score a

copy of the Twilight

soundtrack

[forbidden]

28

10 winners get a copy

of the New Moon
soundtrack

[f«orever

29

10 winners get a

copy of the Eclipse

soundtrack

[soulmate]

10 winners snag a copy

of the Breaking Dawn-
Part 1 soundtrack

[wedding]

HOW TO ENTER: Starting November 1, log on

to seventeen.com/freebies every day and type in the

Freebie Phrase of the Day [in red] to be eligible to win

that day's prize. But hurry-each Freebie will be live for just

24 hours beginning at 12 a.m. et. Winners will be posted

online the next weekday by 10 a.m. et. Go to seventeen.com/

freebies or see page 149 for details.
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CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.
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SAVE
$3.00

Go
sallyhansen.com/

coupon

Hair Remover
WAX STBIP KII

—. '"•.>.._—
.'.--_

1,2,3

Hair Free!

HAIR REMOVER
WAX STRIP KIT

Quick, easy, and convenient.

Just press on, then pull off.

Pre-cut, pre-waxed strips

are ready to use wherever,

whenever you need them.

Beautiful results that can

last up to 8 weeks."

AMERICA'S #1 WAX*

Beauty that Works

'Based on Symphony/IRI Group data

"Regrowth lime vanes from area

to area and person to person.

:et heather's

wild style
This Glee star has killer dance

moves—and a fierce look to match.

Here's how to snag it for yourself!

eyeliner
Flirt! Cosmetics

Opening Line

Liquid Eyeliner in

Ebony Edge, $12,
Kohl's

hair color

Splat Rebellious

Color in Pink

Fetish, $10,
drugstores

Dress by Herve Leger by Max Azria. Earrings by Circa Sixty Three.

Necklace by By Boe. Rhinestone bracelet by LK Designs at

Fragments. Chain bracelets by Marc by Marc Jacobs. Fashion Stylist:

Lara Backmender. Hair: Campbell McAuley. Makeup: Vanessa Scali.

Manicure: Michelle Saunders. Photographs: Cliff Watts.

eyeshadow
Flirt! Cosmetics I'm Whipped
Eyeshadow Mousse, $12,
Kohl's

mmteeil reader reward

lip gloss
Flirt! Cosmetics Big

Flirt Sheer and Shiny

Lipgloss in Coral-Me-

Fabulous, $16, Kohl's

FREEPERFUME
from Aeropostale! t

Bring this issue to any Aeropostale

store to get their new
AERO New York perfume—for free!

From October 11, 2011, to November 1, 2011, bring the November 2011 issue toany

Aeropostale store to receive one (1) 0.5 fl. oz. bottle ofAero New York fragrance

(approximate retail value $12.50). Fifteen-thousand (15,000) Aero New York fragrances

will be given away. One per person. While supplies last. A notice will be posted on

seventeen.com when Sponsor has received 15,000 entries.

_~, limited \

f SEVENTEEN!
Gobehin

f
dthe

J
nteen.com/heather
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ENTIRE WEBSTORE
COUPON. lTlSk'l
cooe- J"U I
fluu Q/ttOl «59pm ESI no n*\ purchase

for the first 10CX) 7
orders over $75

"Subtotal mutt be $75 or more upon entering

code: S i N ' at checkout Cannot be combined

with any other promotions While supplies last

^
Booties

TTimCi
1^ iriaKemechic .coin
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Texture Coat also available in Black,

Red, Gold, White and Turquoise.

Find us on:

Try It on at

nicolebyopi.com

Available at Target®

CONTAINS NO DBP, TOLUENE,
OR FORMALDEHYDE

800.341 .9999 ©201 1 OPI Products Inc.
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MAky i<Ay PROMOTION

FALL INTO YOURBEAUTY
Wm-LTHE

.

perfectpout

BERRY-LICIOUS & BOLD
Reds and berries make a killer comeback this season-whether

matte or satin finish! Fit for a princess, try Liquid Lip Color in

Royal Plum for the perfect amount of go get 'em glam! If you're

looking to be bold and bring out your inner bombshell, Creme

Lipstick in Red is the way to go. Mary Kay's luscious lip colors

will have you ready for a haute holiday in no time.

Pucker up! All glam girls need a statement-making smooch. Are you

all the rage for reds and berries, or playful with pinks and neutrals?

Whatever your signature shade, Mary Kay® will help you fall into

your beauty with a variety of kissable options this season.

SUBTLE & SOFT
Seeking something softer? Mary Kay's subdued pink and neutral

tones are playfully perfect for day yet subtly sexy for night. If you're

craving super-shine, Nourishine™ Lip Gloss in Cream & Sugar

will be your new best friend. For effortless chic, try Tinted Lip Balm

in Blush-not only is the shade super-soft, but the formula protects

and moisturizes, leaving your lips super-soft, too!

Your lips snould
complement your eyes.

lf vou eberry-licious& bold, eye makeup

srSr^n neutral; WByou^P^

UP the eves, a subtle^ soft pink or neutral

gloss will <to the trick!

Apply Mary Kay-Lip Primer to lips before

Up color for longer-lasting
coverage.

Lip pencils help define your lips and a'low

y0U to achieve any desired shape (Try one of

Mary Kay®'s Up Liner shades).

Mary Kay Independent Beauty Consultants

are available through marykay.com to answer your

cosmetics questions and provide personalized service.

Online or in-person, your Beauty Consultant is your

connection to Mary Kay8' products.

r>,,,s

Check out the "Fall Into Your Beauty" tab on ac<

now through October 31 , where you can view the latest Mary Kay* products, discuss beauty

tips with friends, see event pics and videos from our 10-campus college tour, and more!



Tiny enough to

tuck anywhere.

NEW! Mary Kay®
Compact Mini

<

3

jj

§

a
>

Build on your sense of style,
Refill. Update. Customize. And go. Create look after beautiful look

your way. Unique color customization like this comes only from

your Mary Kay Independent Beauty Consultant.

Ql your way to beautiful " at marykay.com

facebook.com/marykay



seventeen presents

Tyra Banks's

Fiercely Real

Model Contest

TWEEZERMAN
The Beauty Tool Experts

-
'-'

tweezerman.com

2011!
YOU COULD WIN:

• AWilhelmina
modeling contract

• a trip to NYC for a
Seventeen fashion shoot

• a chance to meet
Tyra Banks

PLUS: $1,000 CASH!

Go to seve

for entry

details and tips from Tyra!

Sec page 149 for more info.

Sheridan nWJ l*ft



nail polish
Revlon Nail
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nail polish
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for a chance to win

FREE JEANS
every WEDNESDAY

For exclusive deals, i

and the latest news,

sign up for the

Denim Beat

@ ymijeans.com!

ilW

Follow Us

J#@YMIJEANs!f FACEB00K.COM/YMIJEAMS
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hi from ann

Around the office, we call this our "Body Issue"—it's packed with

tons offashion advice to make your body look awesome (no working

out!). It's hard enough findingyour own personal sense ofstyle—but

figuring outhow to make those clothes work for your shape is a whole

different kind ofchallenge! It's one that I have failed on so many
occasions! I've been 5'10" since high school, and even though I love

being tall, it took me a long time to learnhow to dress for my body.

I tried oversize boxyjackets thinking theywould keep me from

looking lanky. (I just looked like abeanpole in a too-big blazer!)

I was told I could pull offcropped tops. (Turns out, I can't—I just

look like shoulders attached to crazy-long legs!) And every time

someone tells me that a maxi was made for me, I cringe—on my frame, all you see

is a lot ofdress! I finally learned that for me, dresses need to show a little leg, and

jackets and tops are best when they hit midhip. I promise that every bit of "tall" _- i™j™
areat •,:„.« to

advice in these pages is personally vetted by me. And I'm not the only one who puts ^^ celebrate bodies of all shapes.

their real-life experience into getting our style advice just right: At 5'3
", our fashion So we're partnering with her

on her Fiercely Real Model
director, Gina, is a classic petite. She never wears shoes with an ankle strap or boots Contest! Sheridan, left, won

that hit midcalfbecause they make her look shorter—and she always belts her dresses 'as' vear. Check " out on

high on her waist to lengthen her leg line. Our senior market editor, Marissa, is always

looking out for girls with curvy hips: She says A-line skirts are her best friend because they

nip in the waist and float over her thighs. All the advice in the mag is tried and tested—trust me, the

Seventeen team has suffered through years ofbad outfits so you don't have to! :-)

E-mail me your favorite style trick at ann@seventeen.COm and I'll put the

best ones in my blogthis month!

the naked truth!
W'W Z^ =,„h act their deepest body confess.ons.

We™*^£«ZiZ2£E£i£ vJe .earned'.

rr * 0rA Heather is proud of her chest,

•J"*.
/0

) too-she got implants a
!rs / few years ago, but realized

she was happier au natural!

So she had them removed.

page 20.

Pfk .

O• Implants were something I thought I

wanted when I was younger, and now I don't.

I My chest was always sore, and I didn't like

I always being in pain-so they had to go! <|<^

-Heather Morris

Demi has been totally

candid and brave about

her body image issues.

#• The reason I became so

outspoken is because when I grew

up, I was dealing with the

pressure to be thin. Very skinny giris were on the cover

of every magazine and that's what I had to idolize.

I don't want that for young girls to idolize.^^
-Demi Lovato

iLiUiULL

022
P

Selena has a healthy

body-and a healthy

body image to match!

•• There's a point in everybody's

life when they look in the mirror and

see what could be better. But one of my
|

best friends told me to get up every

morning and say, 'I am beautiful.'

Every single morning. God made you

who you are. So embrace it. ^^
-Selena Gomez

SEVENTEEN.COM
Mow me on 1

leon Facebook seventeen.com/friend



NEW Colour

OUR RICHEST
SHINE INDULGENCE.

mvsss^.
#4'

*»* %>&•'

?f
Supreme creaminess.

Extreme shine.

Rich with vitamin E,

argan oil + omega 3.

In 16 sensual shades.

Because you're woi

i

L'OREAL
PARiS



FIND YOUR
NUMBER.
FIND YOUR
FIT.
The first shade-aligned

system of foundation,

powder and concealer.

MAYBELLINENEW YORK

Stuff you're talking about right now!

sittingpretty

M Thank you somuch forputting

Ashley Benson onyourcover
[September 2011]! The advice she gave about

lovingyourbody felt totallygenuine. She's

definitelyworkedhardto getwhere she's

at and she deserves it 100 percent! |

Props toyou, Ash!

-allison, 17, denville, 11j Mu£!S8m&&

IV'""

(6»f)

young love
Nick Jonas is getting serious with singer

Delta Goodrem-who is eight years older than

he is! Totally fine or totally ick?

£fiOZ of you say,

OU /0 "ICK!"

like a "Skyscraper"

M I'vebeen following Demi'sjourneyon

seventeen.com/demilovato, and she

inspiredmeto make this dress out ofnewspaper.

Iwas hospitalized for an eatingdisorder, andthis

represents 'recycling' the oldme. I'd love to

design an outfit forDemi towearone day!

-tara, 16, Vancouver, be, Canada

j
j
ftwr/Looks like our cover star's dog (@OllyBenzo)

inspired some pets to Twitpic their issues!



Some foundations have

OPAQUE WAXES & FILLERS
that can cloud your skin.

DISCOVER THE NEW MAYBELLINE.COM

I



Avajlafile at Ulta Visit the Wonderstruck tab at

facebtfBk.com/TaylorSwift
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TALL: iowc ^/r/i would kill for your

mega-long legs! A fitted midcalfshape makes

them look crazy-sexy awesome!

stripes Sizes S-L, Urban 1972,

$31, urbanl972.com

PETITE: Stive your slim

Hips a flirty curve with a

flippy pleated mini.

flare Sizes XS-L, Betsey Johnson Pink

Patch, $69, betseyjohnson.com

CURVY: A bandage skirthugs your

hourglass figure, avid the dark band of the

ombrt camouflages your middle!

lace Sizes XL-XXXL, Forever 21 Plus, $23,
select Forever 21 stores and forever21.com
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CURVY:
Don't hide in a too-

covered-up top! A soft

peasant blouse shorn off

sexy shoulders while

\
skimming over your tummy.

feathers
Sizes 1X-3X, Love, Fire,

$54, macys.com

71
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Feelinq sort of .

.

flat? This top adds

some curves! The

sweetpattern and

full sleeves fill you

out in a pretty way.

bows
Sizes S-L, Gracia,

$70, shopgracia

.com

TALL:
iuh-bye, beanstalk!

A ruffly tank that Hits

midhip qives you

shape and keeps your

torso in proportion.

polka dots

Sizes S-L, Line & Dot,

v$80, thelineanddoti

&

\

Sffflfc
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CALL IT SPRING IS

AN ALDO GROUP BRAND
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< iPhone I

iPod touch!
Browse tons of

mte pieces now on the
]

new Seventeen

Ultimate Fashion

I

FlipbookiPhoneappiy

1 Download it for

Ifreeonilunes!
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CURVY:
Think curvy girls

can't wear khakis.?

irihcnyou pair a slim

fit with a matchy top,

you'll be magically

slimmed by the

monochromatic effect 1

khaki
Sizes 24-34, Silver

Jeans Co., $85,
silverjeansco.com

#>
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TALL:
Clingy leggings can

make you look too

lanky, buta bold print

tnd a soft drape make

your bestasset look

even better1
.

patterned
Sizes XS-XL,

Volcom, $50,
volcom.com

j. (

Loosershapes can

overwhelm you, so try

skinny cords-. The cut \

shows off your slender\

legs, while the texture

adds some definition!

'

corduroy
Sizes 0-13, O'Neill,

$50, shoponeillusa

.com it

030 SEVENTEEN.COM
/ do you show off >

pic in a style seventeen.com/stvlewai
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BRITNEY SPEARS'
FRAGRANCES

britneyspearsbeauty.com

Available <x Cvs/pftarmacy, We Atd, Tor:
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onepiece, fourways !

This pretty lace top is your closet's new best friend.

No matter what your style or body type, it'll fit you to a tee!

v-S *

LACE TEE

CURVY TUMMY
tiffany, 16

Sizes S-L, Forever 21,

$15, select Forever 21
stores and forever21.com

julia, 22
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dress
Sizes S-XL,

Love, Fire, $50,
firela.com.

belt

Express, $35,
Express stores

and express

.com.

shoes
Sizes 5y2-10,
GoJane, $39,
gojane.com.
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en.com/loveit
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Tiffanie Snyder (left) daughter of Washington Redskins owner Daniel Snyder
- To me, rivalry is the fierce competition between the Redskins and the Cowboys! Go 'Skins!

Tanya Snyder (center) married to Washington Redskins owner Daniel Snyder
- When it comes to rivalries, you definitely have to show off your team pride and stick together as a family.

Brittanie Snyder (right) daughter of Washington Redskins owner Daniel Snyder
- 1 love feeling the energy and excitement of a game ... and wearing burgundy and gold!

Get your favorite team's tee at your nearest Justice or NFLShop.com.

I

me NFLWOMEN'S APPAREL
FIT FOR YOU

© 201 1 NFL Properties LLC. Team names'loQos.'indicia are trademarks of Ihe teams indicated. All other NFL-related trademarks are trademarks of the National Football League.



showoffyourshape

!

These new fall looks are a double-threat: super-cute and ultra-flattering.

glorelys, 21

skirt

Sizes S-L,

Forever 21, $13,
select Forever 21

stores and

forever21.com

TIERED
SKIRT
Make your booty pop! These flirty ruffles

add a little volume to your rear view.

print

Sizes S-L, American Eagle

Outfitters, $35, American Eagle

Outfitters stores and ae.com

plaid

Sizes XS-XL, Aeropostale,

$22, Aeropostale stores

and aeropostale.com



rimmellondon.com

s

ibestiesf 1 WINNER! *
Km m
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GET THE
LONDON LOOK
FOR UNDER $5

CLEAN
FINISH

Ultra

new STAY GLOSSY LIPGLOSS up to 6hr shines colour

new EXTRA WOW MASCARA kx more volume

new CLEAN FINISH FOUNDATION ioo% poreless look

GET THE LONDON LOOK

Rl M M
LONDON COOl PRICES
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floaty cami
Itshows offtoned arms in a sweet way. (Bonus: It hides tummy bloat, too!)

5jL Sizes XS-L,

IB**- Mango, $60,
tv %^ mango.com ,.^A

l.r ttJK »

^1

.**•;

cropped
Sizes S-L,

AMI Clubwear, $25,
amiclubwear.com

black sweetheart
Sizes XS-XL, I Heart

| Ronsonforjcpenney, $21
jcpenney and jcp.com

FITTED
BLAZER
A super-sleek staple that

magically nips in your waist!

5KNEE-HIGH
SOCKS romy, 17

SEVENTEEN.COM
Jet personal ad

cr —
ZZ. Ll_

O I

seventeen.com/stvlecouncil





S~BRIGHT
/^k BELTS

m AslA shot of fun color draws all the

attention to your little middle.

blue
AMI Clubwear, $11,
amiclubwear.com

Hfitted
/bodysuit

your entire

upper half

and lifts

your bust!



SMALLER PORES + CLEANER SKIN

Make friends with the

magnifying mirror.

Clean.
DEEP FACIAL CLEANSERS

+ THE SCRUBLET

Our pore-by-pore cleansers are clinically proven

to clean better than traditional cleansers.* So you

can reveal picture-perfect skin, even up close.

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR SKIN TYPE,

WE'VE GOT YOUR MATCH:

normal • acne-prone 4 oily • sensitive + dry

daily scrub for all skin types

SCAN TO FIND THE PERFECT GO 360°
CLEAN CLEANSER FOR YOUR SKIN TYPE:

Scan this barcode with your web-enabled camera phone.

Don't have a barcode reader? Text Scan to 43588 to download

a free reader. Standard text and data rates may apply.

Because you're worth it
.'"

*vs. traditional cleansing in a clinical test. ©2011 L'Oreal USA, Inc.

www.lorealparis.com

L'OREAL
PARiS



9BELTED
TRENCH
Atotal must-have:

The belt cinchesyou in,

and the oversize collar

frames your face!

black
lace dress
An LBD streamlines you all over-while the

pretty lace lets some flirty skin peek out!

trench
Sizes XS-XL, American Eagle

Outfitters, $150, American

Eagle Outfitters stores

and ae.com.

beltLodis, $S8, lodis.com.

boots & jeans combo Matching jeans and boots

slim you from hip to toe!

foldaWe B buckle HT leather ^H chain
Sizes 6-10. ^fl Sizes 5-11, Sizes 6-10. JM Sizes 6-11

ExDress. $88. ggfl 1 Victoria's Secret, ^^fl Wanted Shoes. ^V* XOXO, $80
Express stores a ^V^^ $148, victoriasdB P • $80. wanted 3 »" Macy's i

nd express.com secret.com shoes.com



SHOES & ACCESSORIES
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SEE SIERRA'S PICKS
@ BRASHGIRL COM

CHECK OU



NEWYORKCOL

UPTOWN STYLE
DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES
FROM 99c T
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ADVERTISEMENT

COOL CAMPUS
You've settled into your classes. and Mastered the hallways, and now its time to

master your Makeup 1

. With a little help from some of my favorite NYC New York Color

products, you'll be all qlammcd up, looking cool on campus ail semester long. I that

NYC products don't break the bank, so I can stock up on more of the season's coolest

colors. You'll be hooked on NYC products before you know it, tool

xoxo,

Tara

^ Sri, *£fe.

IN A NY COLOR MINUTE
NAIL POLISH
Go from wet to set in 60 seconds! High-

impact shine in a full range of shades,

shown here in the totally awesome and

very versatile Sidewalkers. $1.63*

*:

LIQUID LIPSHINE
There's a new gloss in town! My favorite

is Prospect Pink. There are a total of 10

shades of pure pigment to choose from,

all giving lips a 3-D shine effect. $ZA3*

SMOOCH PROOF *

16HR LIP STAIN
Easily line and define your pout with the

unique felt-tip pen applicator. Formula

builds from a sheer tint of color to a

high-intensity finish. (I'm obsessed with

Endless Spice. Smooch Proof, and Rock

On Ruby!) fa33 each*

HIGH DEFINITION
VOLUMIZING MASCARA
High-impact is easy and instant! Increase

lash volume up to 10X while lifting them

up to 70%. I like to va-va-volumize for

perfect date night lashes! faSSr

W

«-•-

WIN
New York Color and Seventeen arc teaming up to award one lucky reader a

tS-,000 COUSbS SCHOLAFSMP
Visitieventcen.cotu/ncwYOrkcolorcoMHetics and enter for a chance to win!

YouiTTTO H ^1 H
Tell us what your fall makeup must-haves are and share your look at facebook.com/newyorkcolorcosmetics.

'MSRP: [>r Ices may vary.

There is a promotional agreement in place between Seventeen and New Vork Color.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN "CAMPUS-COOL SCHOLARSHIP" SWEEPSTAKES Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. and Coty US LLC.

Go online to seventeenwrn/newyorkcolorcosmetics to enter. Sweepstakes begins at 12:01am ET on October 11 . 201 1 and ends at 11 :59pm ET on Novembc

21 . 2011 . One (1) grand-prize winner will receive S5.0OO intended for a college scholarship. Odds of winning will depend upon the total number of eligible

entries received. Must be female enrolled in a 2-year or 4-year college. 18-23 years old ard a legal resident of the 50 United States or District of Columbia.

Void in Puerto Rico and wtiere prohibited by law. Sweepstakes subject to complete Official Rules available at seventeen.com/newyorkcolorcosmetics. NEWYORKCOLOR



pickyour perfect bra!
Bust through those bra issues (see ya, uniboob!) and find the right fit here.

ATHLETIC

The bottom

band supports

you, but the

light fabric

won't flatten

you out!

Sizes 26AA-34D, Aerie,

$45, aerie.com

lira

Sizes S-XL, Under

Armour, $25, ua.com

| M-
P^ bra
Sizes 32A-36D,

Maidenform's Charmed, $26,
Macy's and macys.com

bra
Sizes XS-L, C9 by Champion for Target,

$17, Target stores and target.com

LOOK FOR: wide straps and serious

support (that don't sacrifice cuteness!)

bra
Sizes 32A-38DD, Calvin Klein

$46, Nordstrom

PRETTY

Don't let the sweet bows fool

you: The wide-set straps are

ultra-supportive, and the

cups hold you in place!

bra
Sizes 34B-38H, Modern Movement,

$56, Dillard's and dillards.com

ATHLETIC

It has a mesh

shelf bra hiding

inside for

double layers

of support.

ATHLETIC

Adjust the

straps and back

for a custom fit!

bra
Sizes 34A-36DD, Betsey Johnson,

$48, Macy's and Bloomingdale's

bra
Sizes S-L, Puma, $35,

Puma stores

bra
Sizes 30D-40G, Parfait by Affinitas,

$42, affinitasintimates.com

bra
Sizes XS-XL, Nike,

$55, nike.com

044 seventeen.com
|
November 2011 fr SEVENTEEN.CO een.com/bras



THE NEW STANDARD OF SLEEK: WEIGHTLESS.

48-HR FRIZZ CONTROL,
100% FREE OF HEAVY SILICONES.

1

"Unlike other smoothing products with

heavy silicones that can weigh your hair

down, EverSleek is made with precious

natural oils, so no matter the weather, your

hair stays beautifully, weightlessly sleek."

JOHNNY LAVOY
L'Oreal Paris Consulting Stylist

Because you're worth it.

"THIS IS THE ULTIMATE DONT-MESS-WITH-ME SLEEK."

JENNIFER LOPEZ PARIS
lorealparis.com mou uoreaiusA. inc

'EverSleek Systo-i -eludes a shampoo, a ccrdiloner and a ireatr



fashion

046 s- SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/fashionhaul



©2011 Vanity Fair Inc.

Available at JCPenney, Kohl's, Macy's, and Sears. lilyoffrance.com
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J. star secrets

to a great body!
Celebs pay their stylists to make sure they look hot all the time.

Now you've got their sneaky little tricks—free of charge!

tape strips

Matchsticks by

Commando, $10,

herlook.com

hemming
Hems Gems,

$20, The Blues

Jean Bar stores

and hemgems
.com

When your shoes are

comfy, you stand up

straighter! These cushions

keep your feetfrom sliding

forward in heels and

protect them from blisters!

048 NSEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/dressupgames

shapewear
Sizes XS-XXXL,

Dr. Rey Shapewear, $57,
barenecessities.com

The bodysuit takes

whole inches off your

body and flattens out

annoying lumps and

bumps!





tiffa&yfe
M Mandy is a cuMandy is a curvy girl with a rebellious edge—and a

bold, fun fashion sense to match. Steal her tricks!

name: Mandy, 22

city: Pittsburgh, PA

stores she **s:

modcloth.com, asos

.com, etsy.com, H&M,

citychiconline.com

designer she Vs:

Alexander McQueen

style icons she vs:

Adele, Daphne

Guinness,

GwenStefani

find her @:

thecurvymodel.com

"Yes, leather pants are erazy! That's

why Iwantthem so bad. Pairedwith

a sheerwhite shirt, abright bralette,

and an orange clutch? Drool!"

"I love this little trick. Itmakesaretro shape feel

more modern, and it also brings attention tomy
favorite bodypart—my waist!"

Iuselipstic

as an accessory.

For this season

I reallylike

i a rich red,

because it

screams fall

and looks

awesomewith

myskin tone,

1
050 ji- SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/styleciush

lipstick

Estee Lauder Pure Color Long

Lasting Lipstick in Scarlet Siren

$S4, esteelauder.com

"%*_



STYLES : PILLAR, MYSPACE, FORGE

WANTEDSHOES.COM
AT FINE STORES NATIONWIDE
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8-HR HYDRATION

NEW

BA&y LIPS
SPF 20 LIP MOISTURIZING BALM
THE SECRET:
EXCLUSIVE LIP RENEW FORMULA
With SPF 20 protection, our exclusive

clinically tested formula moisturizes lips

for a full 8 hours. After 4 weeks, lips are

visibly renewed, completely reborn.
>J\

Available in 6 var »tie«

VISIBLY RENEWED LIPS IN 4 WEEKS':

94 /o less rough lips J
82% visibly less dry I
77 /o suppler 1
77 /o better-looking^|J

;

BEFORE AFTER

it's cuinxcau cARe roR ftAfty sorr uxps.

maybelline.c

an a
N. 15 W \ ORK

lm in Quenched. ©201 1 Maybelline LLC. 'Based on a clinical study after 4 weeks of use.

BOOK FOR SPECIAL O



- lots of lashes.

.lots of
impact.

I not a lot of mess.

(I
,

an innovation from

GREAT IUII

new

10TS0F
lASHCS

our great little

grabber brush
reaches even
the tiniest lashes
so you can easily

create masses of

ashes, minus the

mess, great!

V

>*

f FIND US ON FACEBOOK FOR SPECIAL OFFE

I i



Now You Can
Read marie claire

Anytime, Anywhere!

Get the latest on:

Fashion

Beauty

Relationships

& More

powered by zinio

best new coats,
bags, shoes
for every body
& budget

Access your digital subscription on any device.

Click Here to Order Now



NOW YOU CAN READ

BAZAAR
ANYTIME. ANYWHERE!

Get the latest on

• FASHION
• BEAUTY

• CELEBRITIES

• & MORE

powered by ^zinio

Access your digital subscription on any device.

CLICK HERE TO ORDER NOW
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blowout

!

You can stay on top of the latest

trends and still come in under budget!

Your smart shopping list starts here.

»• SEVENTEEN.COM
at'seven better tl

seventeen.com/freebies
seventeen.com

I
November 2011
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WITH MY PASSION
FOR FASHION
I WILL CREATE

II

II
m

II
l

! II

Visit

" US, AND YOU O
^RN A FASH I'

SCHOLARSHIP
"DESIGN OR FASHION MANAGEMENT

You could earn up to a half-tuition scholarship to enroll in a fashion program

at an Art Institutes school, plus a VIP trip to New York City, including:

A "meet and greet" at the Seventeen Magazine offices

Lunch and a $500 shopping spree at DKNY with a Seventeen Style Pro

A $500 gift card to shop anywhere in the Big Apple

The Art Institutes

CREATE TOMORROW

To learn more about The Art Institutes Passion for Fashion Competition:

StylishEducation.com »-1 .800.592.0700
• See «Nprograms.intb for program duration. EuH or, tees, andothei ojMs, median debt, federal sala7 data, alumni success, and othei i

:
,

i ;s a system of over 4t v

"% Programs, credential levels, technology, and scheduling options vary by school. Severe institu /=•& system are campuses of South University.

Administrate &fth Avenue, 33rd floor. Pittsburgh, PA 15222 ©201 1 The Art Institutes International LlC 2747 9/1

1
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PLAY UP YOUR FEATURES • GET YOUR HEALTHIEST HAIR • ENHANCE YOUR SKIN TONE • AND MORE! >^ 'X"



beauty

show offyour
favorite

features!
When you know how to work your best angles

you can be your prettiest every day.

by meredith gray
<

eekbones!
whole complexion!

©gOfortheglOAv! Getasubtle.lit-from-withinlook

by applying aliquid highlighter beforeyour blush. Glide it

alongthe tops ofyour cheekbones and up toyourtemples,

thenblendwithyour fingertips.

try: Mally Beauty Undermakeup Perfector Duo in Peach Light, $29 (includes

Skin Corrector), qvc.com

fjj makethempop! Nowaddyourblush,usingabig

\^S fluffybrush to dustyour cheeksjustbelowthe highlighter.

^>findthe rightcolor foryour skin tone

FORYOUR FACE SHAPE!

OVAL
If your face is longer

than it is wide, add
a little roundness
to your cheeks by
applying blush

in an exaggerated

upside-down
C shape.

SQUARE
Girls with a strong

jaw can soften those

angles with a hit of

blush right on the

apples—the spots
that pop when you
smile—and a subtle

swipe along your
jawline and temple.

ROUND
Elongate a full face

with a horizontal

swipe of blush

along your cheeks.

Start below your
pupils and drag it

in a soft curve,

stopping just before

your hairline.
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"I like to arm myself with

cocktail |bling.

new
winter
collection

2011

brooch the subject

bangle jangle

school of hard rocks

size mailers

bobbing for baubles

DBF: Toluene and
Formaldehyde free

\

cocktail bling

America's nail salon expert.

Since 1981. essie.com



beauty
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SMOLDERING

Frameyoureyes! Glide a soft,

creamy pencil as closely (and carefully!) along

your innerrims as possible.

try: Pixi Endless Silky Eye Pen in BlackNoir, $14, Target stores

Create COntOUrs! Sweep alight shade

from lashlines to browbones. Thenblend a

darker shade inthe crease ofyour lid and around

the outer edge ofyour eye.

Get ultra-flirty lashes! Apply

two coats ontop andbottom soyourlashes look

super-lush againstthe deep shadows.

try: L'Oreal Paris Voluminous False Fiber Lashes in Blackest

Black, $10, drugstores

»/ind the rightcolors

FORYOUR EYE SHAPE!

CcLiOiSEj'iSCj X Create more distance

between your eyes by keeping dark colors on
the outer half, and adding lighter colors to the

inner corners. (Dark colors all over make eyes

look even closer together!)

FAR-lbET Bring eyes that are farther

apart closer by applying dark colors on the

inside of your eyes! Apply it right in the center

of your creases, and top with a lighter shade
just on the inner corners to brighten you up.

DOWNTURNED Eyes that

slope downward at the outer corners can get a

lift by blending a dark shadow on the outside

corner up toward your brow. Fill in the rest of

your lid with a lighter shade to make them pop!
=2=



ADVERTISEMENT

E
Catch them if you can! Meet these 3
super-busy girls who are constantly on the move.

Fall is officially in full swing, and so are the On-the-Go Girls! A fitness expert, Seventeen

Style Pro and real-girl athlete will be revealing their active agendas and sharing their

secrets to remaining unstoppable in upcoming months.

the fitness expert Cyc&
Dee knows all the ins and outs of fitness—as a personal trainer, it's her job!

She always carves out time to focus on her personal fitness passions—strength

training and marathon running.

the seventeen style pro ff(GSli£Ut£l

Mariana is on the cutting edge of trends—jetting off to cool events, traveling all over the country

and styling photo shoots. Her days are jam-packed, but no matter what, she always finds time

to squeeze in a spin class or quick run.

the real-girl athlete £JilciUut

Jillian is constantly bouncing from classes to the gym to lacrosse

training. Sports, good grades and friends are all important to her,

and she makes time for them all.

enter for a chance to be
featured in Seventeen1

.

Are you an On-the-Go Girl? Visit seventeen.com/playtexsport and tell us your never-fail

"on-the-go" tip for remaining unstoppable and upload a photo for a chance to win a $1

shopping spree and be 1 of 7 girls featured in a Playtex Sport brand promotion

in the June/July issue of Seventeen.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. The On-the-Go Girls Contest Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. Contest runs from 1 2:00:01 AM ET

October 1 1 . 201 1 through 1 1 :59:59 PM ET January 3. 2012. Must be female, 1 3 24 years old, (19 if AL or NE. 21 if MS) and a resident of Hie 50 United States

or District of Columbia. Void in Puerto Rico, elsewhere and where prohibited by law. Seven winners will receive a S50U.U0 shopping spree and will be featured

in a Playtex* Sport'' brand promotion In the June/July 2012 issue of Seventeen. Total ARV: 53,500.00. Contest is subject to complete official rules available at

seventeen.com/playtexsport.

ampons nave a unique

;

with you. That's a Sport Level Protection® tampon keeping you unstoppable.

Playtex* Sport* Is a licensed trademark of Playtex Products, LLC. Playtex Products. LLC is not a sponsor of this promotion

There Is a promotional agreement in place between Seventeen and Playtex



beauty

w&tous
Pa«'s boldest

«

fl\ flauntyour shape! Coioryour

\^r lips inwith alinerpencilto help the color

stick andto create an even outline.

try: Dolce&Gabbana The Precision Lipliner in Ruby,

$30, Saks Fifth Avenue

rj\ drenchthem in color! use a

***r small pointybrush to applyyour lipstick so

you get asmooth coatand precise line.

^>find the rightcolor
FORYOUR SKIN TONE:

jA

CJOSToMize ir s
FOR YOUR LIP SHAPE!

FULL
Your lips don't need
to be lined—they're

full already! Soften

them with a balm,

then add a light

coat of color. (Too

much pigment
will overwhelm
your face!)

THIN
For lips on the small

side, fake fullness by
drawing the pencil

line just outside your

lip line. Top your

lipstick with a gloss

to make them
even lusher!

UNEVEN
If you're thin on top

but plump on the

bottom, use a lip

pencil two shades

deeper than your

skin tone to round

out the shape along

your Cupid's bow.

Then apply your
lipstick over it.



Secret Scent Expressions antiperspirant/deodorant uses

amazing microcapsules to absorb odor and release a beautiful

scent anytime you need it, keeping you fresh all day.

Coco Butter Kiss • Ooh-La-La Lavender • Truth or Pear • So Very Summer Berry

FEARLESSNESS. APPLY DAILY.

S< Also in

'. matching

body
splashes.
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pump up yourpony
Before you reach for that rubber band in despair, check out these cute looks—

the pony possibilities are endless, by molly ritterbeck

I

i

^B

itlusedto throw

-WLC«Btt*.tt

try: John Frieda

Sleek Finish 1"

Straightener by

Conair, $60,
ULTA stores

how-to: Feeling sweet?

Try this girly twist:

Gather dry hair low on

your nape and apply a

dime-size amount of

putty to the base of the

tail to help mold the

shape. Then roll your

pony to one side and
secure with bobby pins.

EDGY STREAK
how-to: Show off

your bright side with

a stripe of bold color.

Simply clip in a hot

pink extension, and

pull hair back. Wrap
a strand around the

base to hide the clip

and secure with a

bobby pin.

try: Cutler Specialist Molding Putty, $21,
cutler.com; Metagrip Premium Bob Pins in

Gold, $3 for pack of 30, sallybeauty.com

!:• SEVENTEEN.COM een.com/hairideas
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SPORTY

BRAID
how-to: Look cute

on or off the field

with a braided

pony! Add a body-

boosting cream to

damp hair before

drying to thicken

your strands.

Then braid your

pony to the ends,

and fasten with a

clear elastic.

SOFT SWIRLS
how-to: These

windswept curls will

make Friday night extra

flirty! Apply mousse to

damp hair and let dry.

Enhance curls with a

curling wand (the

conelike shape gives the

most natural results!),

and then pull hair

over to one side into a

low, loose pony. Let a

few pieces fall free for

a playful touch.

try: Suave

Professionals

Captivating

Curls Whipped

Cream Mousse.

$3, select

drugstores

m* :?....««"'
,

«i •:".." •"* %
•

try: Alterna

Bamboo Volume

Plumping Strand

Expand, $28,
Sephora stores

how-to: For fun

Saturday nights, you
need a do to match!

Spritz a texturizing

wax through dry hair

and tousle with your

fingers. Pull straight

back, leaving extra

lift in front. Then use

a brush to tease the

pony for wild volume

how-to: Laid-back

days beg for a simple

chic style. Side-part

your hair, and then

massage volume-

boosting powder into

your roots. Use a comb
to tease hair at your

crown and smooth

back into a low pony.

try: Remington

Purple Textured

Curling Wand,

$20, Target stores

>

ST

j try: Not Your Mother's

Girl Powder Volumizing

Hair Powder, $6,
Walmart stores

'

seventeen.com
I
November 2011 067



coordinate your colors!
Don't let a bright top stump your makeup plans! Here's what to wear with your

favorite fall fashion, by molly ritterbeck

irvniWE WEARING^,
IF YOU'RE

WEARING
IF YOU'RE

WEARING:

Wearing orange brings out

| the yellow undertones in your

skin. So avoid looking sallow

with a sweep of pale pink

blush on your cheeks to give

the citrus shade a sweet twist.

try: E.l.f. Natural Radiance Blusher

in Innocent, $1, Target stores

. 1

Rich chocolate brown brings out

the earthiness in hunter green! Opt
for a shimmery cream shadow

—

the tiny gold flecks will reflect the

green to bring out your eyes.

try: MAC Cosmetics Big Bounce Shadow
in Rich, Sweet, $17, maccosmetics.com

Get fun nail ideas to <

vorite outfit at teen.com/fallnails

Yellow looks even more
amazing with a tan—so

apply a shimmery bronzer

aE over your face for a fresh

kiss of sunny color.

try: Neutrogena Healthy Skin

Custom Glow Bronzer, $13,
drugstores



The lip balm that

makes you smile.

eos lip balm in Summer Fruit is

all-natural, paraben-free and

packed with shea butter and

jojoba oil, so your lips stay

moisturized, soft and smooth.

Find your favorite eos flavor

major retailers, drugstores

and evolutionofsmooth.com

evolution of smooth"
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brighten
up!

No more pasty winter skin!

Glow on and look radiant with these

tricks, by meredith gray

new look^0
Aveeno.

v :l.r. w ..*::

positively radiant

brightening

cleanser

Avoid irritation.
Swap out your medicated

cleanser (which can be too

rough for dry winter skin)

and pick a soothing

formula with soy. It's an
amazing skin multitasker

that improves texture,

evens out blotchiness, and
lightens dark spots!

try: Aveeno Positively

Radiant Brightening Cleanser,

$7, drugstores

Your skin takes a beating in the

winter-heavier makeup,

changing temperatures, and

dirt and oil buildup all dry out

your skin, causing it to lose

itsglowiness.

© mamkf
burst

hMM WMft

+*

Exfoliate

two times a week.

'

A gentle scrub buffs away the dead

cells that make skin look drab.

(Just steer clear of ones with seeds or

shells, which can scrape delicate skin.)

This one contains lemon extract, a

known brightness booster.

try:.Clean & Clear Morning Burst Skin

Brightening Scrub, $6, drugstores

Glow where
youwant to.

A tinted moisturizer combined
with a luminizer will draw light

to your skin, giving you a sunlit

brightness—even indoors! The
bonus is that this one has SPF,

too, to keep your skin protected.

try: Urban Decay Urban Defense Tinted

Moisturizer SPF 20, $30. Sephora stores

::• SEVENTEEN.COM
le right skin care routi

for you at 'nVH'

BRIGHTENER FOR
YOUR SKIN TYPE

EEh±
Parched skin equals dull skin,

so slip this light-reflecting

cream under your makeup to
fake that inner glow!

try: MAC Sized to Go Strobe Cream,

$15 for 1 oz., maccosmetics.com

You want dewiness, not
greasiness! This serum

sops up oil and exfoliates

clogged pores, giving you
just the right amount of

pop—without pimples.
try: ClickR Skin Care Diamond

Dust Skin-Polisher, $40,
Sephora stores

start!

'i ;

1

ar^
This lotion gives you hydration

and oil control right

where you need it, leaving
behind a hint of shimmer for a

luminous finish all over.

try: Clean Start by Dermalogica

Brighten Up SPF 15, $24, cleanstart

.dermalogica.com

""5*

It's hard to look radiant

when your skin is red and
irritated—slather on this

luxe cream, which has
cotton extract to calm skin.

try: Burt's Bees Sensitive Night

Cream, $15, drugstores

17 EXPERT: Jeanine B. Downle, M.D., a dermatologist based in New Jersey.



I'M GIVING THE BIGGEST PRESENTATION OF MY LIFE.

I DON'T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT
A COLD SORE STEALING THE SHOW.

iEEEE®, W8k

Get tMMD(JESDflaB3)for less.'

Orajel* contains the maximum amount of medicine to deliver the instant

pain relief you need to look your best, at a fraction of the cost of the leading

brand. So the next time you need immediate cold sore relief, give Orajel a

try. Visit orajel.com for money-saving offers and more information.

Orajel
Real Relief in Real Time.

"Versus the leading brand. Data on file. Use as directed. ORAJEL is a trademark of Church & Owight Co.. Inc. ©201 1 Church & Dwight Co.. Inc.
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4 secrets to
crazy-healthy

J

hair!
When you love your hair, it loves you
back—by being shiny, silky, and totally

manageable, by molly ritterbeck

start with your scalp!
For truly amazing hair, you need to

get to the root of your issues! Here's how.

DELETE

DANDRUFF
3

<5>

(MAhlttflMMlM

It's true: Natural shedding
on your scalp can clog

pores and stunt new growth!
Keep flakes in check by
using a dandruff-fighting

shampoo with zinc.
try: Gamier Fructis Anti-Dandruff Shampoo
Clean & Fresh, $5, drugstores

GET RID OF

GREASE
Too much oilcan

oversaturate your roots,

which makes your hair

limp. Soak it up in

between washings (and
strengthen your hair,

too!) with a protein-

infused dry shampoo.
try: Keratin Complex Lock Launder

Strengthening Dry Shampoo, $25,
keratincomplex.com

%

STOP HAIR FROM

THINNING
Harsh straighteners and stylers

can cause some of your strands to

fall out. An intense amino acid

treatment stimulates the scalp to

help promote new growth.

try: Redken Intra Force Micro Boost Treatment,

$45, redken.com for salons

2. resculpt your
curls!

Major damage bends your curls out of

shape! Put the kick back in your kinks.

•avoid heat ultra hot
flat-irons fry your hair,

breaking up the bonds
of your curls. A weekly
deep conditioner will nurse
them back to good health!

•style right Define

your curls with a light

spray gel, then twist small

sections around your finger

and scrunch up to coax
them into a bouncy pattern.
try: Gdt2b Kinkier Gloss 'n Define Curling

Spray Gel, $6, drugstores
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ADVERTISEMENT

MEET THE 2011 / .M
SUPER STAR!

Last spring, Barbizon and Seventeen teamed up to discover fresh new faces

in the Be a Star with Barbizon contest. Here is our winner, Tori from

Illinois, all glammed up for the camera in a look created just for her

by a Seventeen Style Pro!

As part of Tori's grand prize, she won a trip to NYC for her and a guest,

a personal style consultation with a Seventeen Style Pro, and a $500

shopping spree to snatch up some of the best fall fashion finds.

u My trip to New York was a

whirlwind of fun and excitement.

I loved the glitz and glam of

fashion in the big city. It was

simply amazing! I

-Tori J5

co#b?

FIND YOUR INNER STAR.
Barbizon will help you find your one-of-a-kind "star" quality and make it shine.

Contact us to find out how you could win a photo shoot in New York City like Tori.

Call 1-800-866-6335 or visit us online at barbizonmodeling.com/nycphoto2012.



beauty

stop future damage
These hair superheroes are the ultimate protectors!

STRENGTHENING
SPRAY In between

regular trims, keep your hair

in tip-top shape with a daily

conditioning spray. It keeps

your hair strong and gives it

pretty shine!

try: Aussie Anti-Breakage Spray,

$5, drugstores

~\

17 TIP:
Don't braid too tight! ^

Pulling your cornrows and braids

too hard will damage your follicle

and could cause hair loss. Makesure

braids are comfortable, not painful,

and always treat roots with

. a leave-in conditioner. >

PADDLE
BRUSH Combing

wet hair does a

surprising amount of

damage! Try a brush

, made to use specifically

on wet hair with wide-set

flexible teeth.

try: RickyCare Wet Brush,

$8, rickysnyc.com

*Pj&

TOUCH-UP
RELAXER Adding

chemicals on top of

chemicals can make your

hair break off! Relax only

your new growth, not all

the way to the ends,

try: Ultra Sheen Ultra Care

New Growth No-Lye

Conditioning Relaxer System

$3, Walgreens stores

HWUJir.GL0SS(5
OIJTMI Mil Clf«t

CONDITIONER & ^
CAP Go deep with your treatment!

Apply a deep-conditioning treatment and

cover your hair with a plastic cap while

showering. The steam helps get the

moisturizing ingredients into the hair shaft

try: SoftSheen-Carson Dark and Lovely

Healthy-Gloss 5 Moisture Hair Creme, $6,
Sally Beauty Supply stores

GENIUS FLAT-IRON
Don't let your hair feel the burn ! This

flat-iron has two silicone strips along

its plates, which help minimize direct

contact with high temps.

try: Kiss Silicone Protexion Flat Iron, $50,
Walmart stores

4. try these easy (& gentle!) styles l^Z^™™
these time-saving looks!

SWept-Up SWirlS Twist
your natural curls into a
loose bun, letting a few
pieces hang out. Top it off

with a cute headband!

high topknot Gather
all your hair high up on
the crown of your head
and twist around the base.

Bobby-pin to secure.

messy side-pony
Brush hair to one side and
gather into a low, loose

pony. Lightly tease the tail

for added volume.

074 seventeen.com
I
November 2011 H Check out tons

or kinky hair at nteen.com/hairgulde



TRESemme
professional affordable

Protect salon-fresh,

vivid color for 40 washes.*

H mm

smm

ADVANCED COLOR LOCK TECHNOLOGY
protects color for vibrant, healthy-looking color that lasts.

Want to know how it works?

) Soap a pic oftti s JAGTAG v.r- yo.:* ce Iphone,

2) Verizon and AT&T cjs:omers. text :ie picture -.o 52482 !

Afl others, text ore/rail the picture totresemme®jagteg.com. OrscafirtvarthyourQRcodeapp,

'''.. igand i.r.:ir,'.ic': rm^apply "oricrm*5 condn fcgtag.copVl&c,
FM-



s bestbeanW
ROSY
cheeks

W This is the perfect

blush shade for olive

skin tones like mine!

The cool pink tones

make your cheekbones
pop without washing
out the rest of your
complexion.^

try: Bobbi Brown Blush in Sand Pink, $24,
bobbibrowncosmetics.com

SEXY lashes
Argentinean girls love to play

up their eyes! Strong lashes

amp up your whole look, so I apply

several light coats of mascara
(instead of one big gloppy one)

to make sure each and every

lash is defined.

try: Maybelline New York Lash Stiletto Ultimate

Length Mascara in Very Black, $9, drugstores

JULIA, 21

GLOSSY
lips

•• The perfect

shade of pink gloss

can make all the

difference in your

look! A rosy mauve
looks great against

my dark complexion,

and I love how the

shiny finish makes
me look instantly

polished. ••

try: Rimmel London

Moisture Renew Lipgloss

in Active Mauve, $7,

drugstores

SMOOTH
face

Flawless matte skin is

important to Belgian girls,

but we know we need to

keep it hydrated, too!

I make sure to apply this

moisturizer every

day— it soaks up oil, so I get

soft skin without shine or

breakouts.

IV IMIKMXM

Avfcne
Hydrance
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try: Avene Hydrance Optimale Light

Hydrating Cream, $28, drugstore.com

v- SEVENTEEN!
Watch a global beauty I

all their best buys at teen.com/globalhaul



tricks

PERFECT
liner

•» French girls are all

about glamour, and
liquid liner is such a fun

way to experiment with

that look! I like to be
creative with it, too, by
winging out the line in a

really dramatic way.

try: Maybelline New York Ultra Liner

Waterproof in Black, $7, drugstores

*

try: L'Oreal Paris

EverPure Moisture

Leave-In Conditioner,

, drugstores

Switch up your stateside beauty routine

with new secrets from pretty girls around
the globe! by meredith gray

. try: The Body S

/ Spa Wisdom Mo
( Black Olive & Ar

SILKY
strands

•• In London, girls

love to experiment with

their hair! I basically

create a different look

every day, and all of that

styling takes a toll—so I

use a daily leave-in

conditioner to keep my
hair smooth, healthy,

and protected.^

RADIANT
.features
We're always on the

« go in Australia, so this

^all-purpose powder is a

lifesaver! I can use it in a

pinch as an eyeshadow,
a blush, and a highlighter,

and it always looks

AUSTRALIA

amazing. ••

try: Chic Australia Chic

Baked Contour Powder

in Grevillea Grace, $52,
chicaustralia.com.au

SOFTsfciVt
»• Girls in Mexico
believe that soft skin is

a reflection of a healthy

person. To make sure

my skin always looks

its best, I slather this

scrub from head to toe.

I love the way it smells! *

MARIA
CLAUDIA, 20

DEWY
glow
For a lot of

Colombian girls, our

skin issoglowy
already that many
skip the extra step of

moisturizing! But my
skin gets super-dry,

so I use this lotion

morning and night.

The best part is that

the gel formula

absorbs fast, so I'm

instantly soft.

try: Clinique Dramatically Different

Moisturizing Gel, $25, clinique.com

( MNIO'
dramatically different

moisturizing gel

gel hydratant

tenement different

SPECIA L THA NKS to the international editions of Seventeen and CosmoGirl! 077
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cool moves, hot t
YOUR PERSONAL TRAINER

[EJSDesireeNathanson

ESSMl Dance 101, a dance

fitness studio in Atlanta, GA

flMIMilMU Candice and her

TheVampireOiaries'ios^

Kat Graham love to take Desiree's

classes, which are set to fun music,

like hip-hop and '80s!

|7li:mid desiree

THE

Use the waves, to make up
routines 1

. Workouts fly by

when you're focusing oh

a sequence of moves and

notthinking about

how hard you're working!'

THE PENDULUM

GETAMAZING

RESULTS-

,

iv\ 1 weeks, 1
.

before _

-get Candice's
picks at

. Then
repeat one move per
song. (That means
you'll cycle through

all moves twice
during your playlist!)

a Start with feet b Step out on a diagonal with you

apart and arms circle your arms and torso, keer

overhead. strong and abs tight. (Think: "!

v V
[ightens

ate, back,

and tower

i bod! _.

a Stand, feet wide and toes slightly

turned out. Twist right at waist,

with elbows out and fists at chest.

Squat, swinging arms c Continue this motion as you come up from

in a half circle in front your squat to return to start on the other

of you like a pendulum. side. Repeat in the opposite direction.

a Stand, feet together

and fists at chest

with elbows out.

Step out with left foot

and bend knees, then

shake your booty.

TEAR OUT HERE! Join Team Seventeen at seventeen.com/teaml7 for supp



Blast some music in your room and do Candice Accola's

hip-hop workout four times a week. The high-energy cardio

and hard-core toning will make you look and feel amazing.

WHIRLYBIRD
lonesabs

.

and whittles

waist! THE LAWN MOWER

4
*':

<

^P3

Shapes C
legs and
butt!

*« m
Finish here,

and then

"l*

<+

#.
r left foot as you c-s Repeat this three more times to rotate right, then

ing your arms reveise it, stepping backward four times in the

tep and swirl!") opposite direction back to start. Repeat with right leg.

a Begin in a squat with heels about three feet apart, toes

slightly turned out, and knees over toes. Put both

arms straight out in front of you with fists level.

To turn knee lit:

Lift heel imd pivot on

the ball of your foot*.

Bring right fist to right hip while

turning right knee in; return to

start. Repeat on left side.

IE SHAKE AND SLIDE
Strengthens

'egsand
entire core'

^
4

WINA SWAGBAG!

Shake your

i
flk booty again:

t)

V
Return to start, then

step with right foot to

repeat to the other side.

d Step together to e Now step left with if Slide right foot and pull arms

return to start, left foot as you up to return to start, then

facing the front. push arms down. repeat slide to the right.

Pump up your workout look with these
fun pieces from PUMA! Go to

seventeen.com/freebies for a chance to win.

WORTH $255 TOTAL!

ort from other readers and exclusive access to Desiree's weekly training tips!



eat right on
thanksgiving

You won't need to unbutton your pants

after Turkey Day din if you pick the

less greasy, sugary, or st/per-heavy stuff.

PICK IT:

candied sweet

potatoes

mashed potatoes

with gravy
Sweet potatoes are loaded with

vitamins but are usually prepared

with tons of sugar and heaps of

butter. Take a small scoop of

mashed potatoes instead, especially

if they're made with skim milk (not

cream) and just a touch of butter.

pumpkin pie
The gooey, syrupy pecans
are pretty heavy after a full

meal, but pumpkin filling

is lighter, with about half

the calories. (Bonus:

You score some immune-
boosting vitamin A!)

^W
/

To avoid overdoing it H
SKIP IT:

SKIP IT:

turkey drumstick

with skin

PICK IT:

?>

green bean casserole

PICK IT:

sauteed

string beans
Want to know a secret?

Casserole is often code
for hidden fats, like heavy
creams and butter. So

when it comes to veggies,

remember this: the

simpler, the better!

portion tip-

white ^j^fiZ.
meat turkey

w '*
"
^

\<
***n

Protein on your plate is

key— it satisfies you and
kills the urge to overeat.

If you choose white meat
over dark, you'll cut

out almost as much
fat as you'd find in your

dessert. (Really!)

\>toiMcw\adev

cranberry
sauce

is.
better than

\ Tne canned
mdM

= which can be'

loaded viiths^ar.

_ SKIP IT:

stuffingf^\
1

* \ Too many starchy carbs

1 can cause major bloat. So
' make stuffing with whole
wheat bread instead, and
ask Mom to cook it outside

the turkey— it won't

biscuit with butter
soak up all the grease!

17 EXPERT: Marissa Lippert, R.D., a nutritionist in New York, NY,

and author of The Cheater's Diet (Dutton Adult, 2010). J:- SEVENTEEN.COM Thanksgiving fun at venteen.com/tgiving



ADVERTISEMENT

Insider tips on feeling great, inside and out.
Secret Deodorant gives girls confidence—with deodorants to fight odor and the Mean Stinks program,

which fights stinky behavior like bullying and girl-on-girl meanness. Body Peace Council member
Katherine Schwarzenegger is here to share her secrets on how to get the ultimate confidence boost.

Being nice feels great, and being wean fust plain stinks! Check

out My fave ways to wake other people smile and start loving

your inner and outer beauty-.

1

3

4

Give your friends

compliments every day.

Building people up not only

makes them feel good, it

gives you a great feeling on
the inside too. Of)

See the beauty in your * J^
friends' flaws. Bringing your

friends down only leaves you
with a bad feeling inside.

If you see a woman who
looks fabulous, tell her!

That small act will uplift

her for the rest of the

day. It will make you feel

really good too.

Remember that mean
girls are just insecure.

They'd rather point a

finger at someone else

before someone points

a finger at them.

Learn to validate your own self- -%

esteem and not look to others to

accomplish this. If you feel happy
and beautiful, people will see you
that way. I promise!

-Katherine

Katherin_

Rock What You've Got is FREE
with the purchase of a Secret

product and a Venus product,

while supplies last. Just text

and be ready

g UPC codes.

Follow Katherine on Twitter

@KSchwarzenegger

c?

GET
started
Do something nice at

facebook.com/meanstinks
Within the Mean Stinks

community, you can share

bullying experiences, get

advice on sticky situations,

create "good graffiti" to

spread positive messages,
and more.

MEAN

Every day is another day for you to shine,

knowing that confidence is your best

accessory! Venus Embrace is a beauty
essential that captures virtually every hair to

help the skin on your legs look super-smooth,

so you can step out as your most confident

self. Check out the "We Dare You" tab on
the Venus Facebook page to show us what
you've got at facebook.com/gillettevenus.

Confidence Continental Gift-With-Purchase sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. To get a copy ol Pock WhatYbuve fix from Seventeen, be one ot Die first 300 to text ROCKIT to 467467 and enter two qualifying UPC codes. 300 gifts

available. Promotion starts October 1 1 . 201 1 at 1 2:01AM (ET) and ends November 21 . 201 1 a! 1 1 :59PM (ET). or while supplies last. Each person who texts to receive a free gift also consents to receive a text message notification of whether

you are one of the first 300 winners or not. As soon as Sponsor has received the last eligible entry. Sponsor will post a notice on seventeen.com/cneckllout so that all consumers are notified that there is no longer a chance to receive the glfl

Sponsor's order of receipt of entries is final. Mobile phone entrants will be changed standard text messaging rates for text messages sent and received. ShopText has a NO-SPAM promise. Contact your carrier for pricing plans and details.

Must be female, 1 3-24 years end. and a legal resident ol the SO United States. Puerto Rico, or District of Columbia. Void where prohibited by law. Limit one entry per person.
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l| 77// BEST CELEB BODY
PEACEBBEAKTHBOUGH

Jennifer Lawrence is tired of Hollywood's
hunger games—and not afraid to say it!

I'm miserablewhen I'm

dieting. I'm sick of all these

actresses looking like birds. I'd rather

look a little el 1 u bb\ o 1 1 camera ^fc ^^
and looklike aperson in real life. Z?

-JENNIFER LAWRENCE

MYBODYPEACEPROPSGOTOJm

"Kim sends a great message to girls—

that you don't need to be a size 00 to

be beautiful and feel confident! She

embraces her body's true shape."

LE1GHT0N MEESTER

"Leighton told me, 'When

you don't wear makeup

all the time, you don't need

it to feel good.' So true."

084 seventeen.com
I
November 2011

"She's such a confident person,

and she never let being a

full-figured woman decide

what roles she took."

M 17 EXPERT: Jess Weiner, an author, self-esteem expert,

and Global Ambassador for the Dove Self-Esteem Fund.



"WeR
Who We R"

Essentially all I need

Is to be everything butme
Colored contacts

Liposuction

Andsome implants.

Somehow thatdon't

make much sense

I must be outofmy Head
Iflthinkthatlam

governed by material things.

So I decided that I'm

thede-finttionoffly"

-ELLE'S'SOFLY''

few
years *Jrl6n<i*

she
»antll°- Now

^L ^L Scoliosis

^P^P has taught

me to listen to my
bodyand be grateful

forwhat it is and

what it can do—and
not get caughtup on

what it isn'tand
what it can-do.

-SHAILEM WOODLEl

99

THANKS, DRAKE,
FOR APPRECIATING
NATURAL BEAUTY:

^Sweatpants,

Hair tied,

chillin' with

no make-up on

That's when
you're the

prettiest . .

."

-DRAKE, 'BESTIEVER HAD''

Shailene and the other new Body Peace Panel members
will be contributing to the magazine throughout the year! 085
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•• I still

struggle.

I'll look in the

mirror andwish

mylegswere
thinner and more
defined. But then I

think about how
theyhelp me ride

a wave, and A| A|
I feel s?rongr. „

-CARISSA MOORE

REAL-LIFE
BODYPEACEHEROES

These kick-butt girls took action!

THE FASHION

Model Katie

Halchishick, 26,

couldn't getjobs at her

natural, healthy

weight because she

wasn'tsample-size

or plus-size, so she

started herown
agencyto include the

sizes inbetween.

Nowher models

(who get bookedby

Target and Forever 21)

go around speaking

to girls about body

image—making

them awesome role

models, too!

THE BFFs HELPING

OTHER GIRLS HEAL

Kristina Saffran, 19, and

Liana Rosenman, 20, met in

rehab for anorexia five years ago.

Now through Project HEAL,
they give scholarships (five so

far!) to girls who can't afford

eating disordertreatment. "We

neverthought full recoverywas

possible," says Kristina. "We're

here to show other girls that it is."

SHOWS OF THE YEARl\w
Being super-entertaining and

sneaking in a message? That's major.

AWKWARD. Even though

Jenna has a dorky rep at

school, the show proves

she has real guts and

body peace. (No, Mom,
actually I don't need

breast implants!) The

lesson: Confidence is

about what you think—

and no one else!

THE VOICE

This reality

series has made

a statement by

literallyturning

its back on looks

and image

to reward

trite talent.

086

GLEE Remember the "Born ThisWay"

episode? Seeingthe club air its "flaws"

made it okay to admit and acceptyour

insecurities, and that'swhat Glee does

best. It reminds us that no one fits into

some unreachable ideal—sowhy eventry?

"S^p/aci he

••

HONOR A FRIEND! \\o inspires you to make peace? Post an award to her Facebook wall

Thisyear I

committed
to being healthier.

When I lost weight,

I couldn't get anyone

to pay attention to my
music—all they

wanted to talk about

was my body! I had

to step backand
remind myself, and

everyone else,

lle\ , I 1 1 1 still the ^} £k
same person. -S -s

-JORDMSPARKS

seventeen.com/bodypeace
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Available in hlhize A compacf

jng regular absorbency. Learn more about using a tamp
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boostyourbond!
Every lasting relationship needs to pass a few tests. Here are the markers

that take you from flirty to forever.

ASKCRAZYQs!
Solid couples know each
other better than anyone,

but not necessarily

through super-deep,

forced convos. Ask zany
questions like, "Whose life

would you steal?" or

play games of text Truth

or Dare. You'll start to

uncover each other's hopes
and dreams— in a fun way.

CELEBRATE!
In-love couples don't just

support each other in a

passive "good luck" way—
they're truly psyched to

live in each other's big

moments. So when he

scores a big goal or gets

into his dream school, be

the first to head up the

after-party. He'll know
you're on his side.

The more boxes you check, the closer

you are to real-life love!

YfJU've had ablOWOUt fight. Figuring out

how to work through a major argument

and be okay on the other side is the first

sign that your love is strong.

YOU feel comfortable. Makeup-free,

period-crampy, stinky-sweaty, who cares?

You know he sees who you are inside.

D You drive each other nuts sometimes.
The

butterflies have faded and you're seeing

the real him-flaws and all. Your bond is

stronger because it's real.

D You've diSCUSSed Sex. It's no big deal to

talk about your boundaries because your

connection is beyondjust the physical.

YOUreally listen. Even when you don't

ageee with him, you appreciate that he's

opened you up to a new perspective—and

vice versa.

You go afteryour dreams. Real love

makes you stronger in every way. You

approach everything—sports, college,

internships-with new confidence because

you know he has your back. Every time.

f* SEVENTEEN.COM seventeen.com/quizzes

TEAMUP!
Taking on a joint project

gives you that amazing
"Yay,wedidit!"feeling-

which is a completely

different rush from a

regular date night. Try

painting your bedroom,
volunteering, or making
dinner for friends—

anyin inc} wncrG you ©
working together.

Ij=
"why ifellforher"^

Steal these tricks to

make your guy go gaga for you!

HERPASSION!
I love how driven my girlfriend is

about ballet, from the way she cares

for her ballet shoes to her careful warm-up

routine. That kind of focus and dedication

is the same stuff that makes her an

awesome girlfriend.

MATTHEW, 21 , LOSANGELES, CA

••©
HERDEVOTION!

HER

^^ My girlfriend makes a point to come

to all my track meets and brings cute

handmade posters. I feel good knowing that

even when I don't have the best race,

she's still my biggest fan.

ERVING, I7,EASTP0INTE,MI

TumiruTiaii /i/jtcc t

One Saturday morning, my girlfriend

showed up at my house to surprise me
with banana-chocolate chip pancakes! The fact

that she would plan something special

for no reason made me feel special, too.

iul m u \ TX

"Becominginfatuated with
someone, that'snotreallylove.
Love isaprettyspecialthing-

itfeels a lot better than

Justbeingobsessed."
-UAMHEMSWORTH

089



hookup
thoughts

!

You think you know what's going on in his head,

but there's more in there than you can imagine.

AwW! ^~ .
r

v

^^ Sometimes I panic.

Will it be awkward
when we see each other at

school? Could this be a start

of a relationship? So many questions
run through my brain that it can
be hard to enjoy the moment.

B.-H!lVH kJ

'W

(t (Q I think a lot about

tongue. I've had girls shove

their entire tongues in my
mouth and it's gross, so

I'm careful nottodoA*
that to anyone else!

Banna

W^^ I immediately startWw thinking about how I

can get to the next step-
making out is nice, but I want

more. I spend most of my brain power
thinking of clever lines that will

help me get to home base. f§

090 seventeen.com
|
November 2011

(£(£ Every time I kiss

someone new, I think,

Wow, I can't believe this is

happening. I feel lucky§§
"• surprised. -^ -^an

e.vyi.ruM

J

With a girl I really like,

WV I'm totally concerned
about making things fun for her.

I wonder, Am I doing this right? Is

she enjoying it? What can I AA
do to spice things up?

nznaisEi

^

\^^ The number one thing

P9 I'm thinking about is

^

> my breath— like, Wait, what
• did I have for dinner again?

I've learned to keep mints on
me so I don't feel paranoid!

BQEJE1
99

VV In I he middle of a

hookup, I secretly rate how
hot the girl is, so I can decide
whether it's worth bragging
about to my friends in A (fc

the morning.
EI155E3

ii- SEVENTEEN, nteen.com/hotguypanel
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\otf*W New on Facebook!

Exclusive Seventeen offers, events, and updates

available on the CHECK IT OUT tab at

facebook.com/seventeenmagazine

(look under our profile picture for the tab)

Dresses That You Have Been Dreaming About!

Celebrate your special Quinceahera with a dress that you have been dreaming

about! Visit a Camille La Vie or Group USA store for a large selection of

Quince dresses in all the latest colors and styles. Make these stores your

destination for all your needs for your big day—including your dress, your

Damas' dresses, and accessories!

They can dress you in any look you desire: traditional and elegant or fun and flirty.

Whatever your style, Camille La Vie and Group USA can make it happen for you!

GROUP USA
INC COMfJ

Mary Kay® Compact Mini

Tiny enough to luck anywhere, this sleek new compact is perfect for

the woman on the go Enjoy thousands of customizable options. The

mirror makes touch-ups a breeze and the hidden well underneath holds

tools and applicators. Plus, the patented compact design features an

easy-to-use magnetic refill system.

Get yours at marykay.com. MARy KAy

Purr by Katy Perry

Katy Perry's signature scent, Purr, comes in a cat-shaped bottle, complete with

jeweled eyes, metallic accents, and opulent lavender coloring. The perfume, like

Perry herself, is playful yet sophisticated. Katy Perry transcends barriers with her

music—so does her new fragrance, Purr.

Join Seventeen on October 29th for an afternoon of

shopping, giveaways, special offers, and more at the

Katy Perry "Purr-tect" Party!

Nordstrom: Garden State Plaza, Paramus, NJ

October 29th, 1:00PM -3:00PM

katyperrybeauty.com

'HM0
by

L'OREAL Women of Worth

Who will be this years Women ot Worth National Honoree?

Visit womenofworth.com

and vote from November 7th-23rd

for this year's National Honoree

whose volunteer efforts are

making a beautiful difference

in her community. She will

receive a $25,000 donation

for her most charitable cause!

L R L-

W0MEN0FW0RTH.COM

CLEAN & CLEAR
A powerful routine that clears skin fast and helps prevent

future breakouts.

The CLEAN & CLEAR ADVANTAGE Acne Control Kit is a

3-step regimen that can help keep your skin looking healthy

and beautiful. In a clinical study, 100% of people had clearer

skin in as little as one day.

Go to cleanandclear.com

to get a $5 off coupon.

Cleag
Clear

t«W"U*r

mi_i

Enter the "Campus-Cool Scholarship" Sweepstakes!

Score some extra credit points with the 'rents and enter for a chance to win a $5,000 college

scholarship courtesy of NYC New York Color and Seventeen.

Visit seventeen.com/newyorkcolorcosmetics to enter.

Check out facebook.com/newyorkcolorcosmetics to discover

different ways to keep your look campus-cool (and chic!) with the

latest fall color collection.

Sugar Shoes

Sugar is sweet & Sugar is yummy, but these are even

better! Post a pic in your favorite Moragami's to

facebook.com/sugarbrand and you could win

a free Sugar totel

Pick up your own Leopard Sequin Moragami at

dillards.com.

newyorkcolor.com

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ro ENTER OR WIN CAMPUS-COOL SCHOLARSHIP- SWEEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Heats! Communications, W. and Coty US LLC

Go onNne to sevenmrxnVtwvyon\o)icreasrnetics to enter Sweepstakes begins at 12:01am ET on October 1 1 , 201 1 and ends at 1 1 :59pm ET on Novemtor

21. 2011. One OJ (jrand-prize winner will recewe S5.0D0 intended for a college scholarship. 3dds ot w -r rg wil! depend upon the tota. numbc of eligible entries

received. Must be female, enrolled n a 2 year or 4 year college, 1 8-23 years old. end a legal resident of r« 50 United States or ftstret or Columbia. Void in

Puerto Rico and where prohibited by law. Sueepstakes subject to complete Official Rules avafafcle at severrteen.convnevivorkcolorcosnietlcs.

/ugor



HAVE YOU
FALLEN UNDER
THE SPELL?

This time
THERE WONT BE

A HAPPY ENDING.

Discover the highly

anticipated third novel

^ in the captivating

bestsclling scries -

BEAUTIFUL CREATURES

turn him down
(the nice way!)

Don't drag things out with a dud just because you're too sweet
to end it! Try one of these exit strategies, by elisa benson

a boring guy at a party:
Keep your eyes moving around the room while he's talking to

you

—

it's a clear signal that you're not invested, but you can

play it off like you're looking for a "friend." After a minute,

pretend to see her and excuse yourself to say hi.

a dude youVe dated once or twice:
Take things back to the friend zone. For example, if he asks you to

dinner, say it would be fun to get a group together. He'll realize

you're not into one-on-one time, but in a way that allows him to

play it off like he didn't want things to be serious, either. |
to

an ongoing fling:
Make it feel mutual: "I know we both wanted this to work, but I 1

can tell that neither of us is feeling it anymore." Aci

(even if he didn't!) gives him a chance to

save face in an otherwise sucky situation.

ill All U ADCUl This dude is still feeling

WAY HAlOnlbumed by a brutal rejection

arted talking to this girl who wasjogging in
the park. I asked forhernumberand

thenpaused, solbegantyping
them inmy phone.When I looked up, she
iras sprintingaway!

ii-SEVENTEEN.COM sevenleen.com/quizzes



PROMOTION

FUP FOR FIT/
Find the perfect styles to fit your body

We're celebrating our "Body Issue" on the Ultimate Fashion Flipbook this month.

Check out the App to find the perfect fit just for you!

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN SEVENTEEN^ ULTIMATE FASHION FLIPBOOK SWEEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. Go online to seventeen.com/Flipbook to upload image and to enter

pursuant to the on-screen instructions. Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 a.m. ET on October II. 2011 and ends at 1159 p.m. ETon November 21, 2011. One 0) winner will receive $1700. Must be female, 15-24 years old and a

legal resident of the 50 United States. Puerto Rico or District of Columbia. Void where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes subject to complete official rules available at seventeen.com/flipbook.



love life

uys
think you're

desperate ?
You think he needs a little

encouragement, but he might think your

moves are overkill! by elisa benson

f
Check the statements that
sound the most like you.

You immediately friend guys you
meet on Facebook and check for

signs that you might be a good match.

You don't have a certain type. You
like to and talk

to everybody.

Ifyou heard a rumor that a guy
liked you, you'd just rus It's

probably not true!

When you click with someone,
you can't help imagining you two
as a couple.

For you,
aI—you're pretty

much able to talk to anyone.

Generally speaking, the guy should

-he
has to text first, ask you to hang out
first, initiate the kiss, etc.

D

You like to become besties with
your crush's friends—it's a good way to

get closer to him\

Confession: You have so many
that

you're not sure who half ofthem are!

The thing that drives you crazy is

girls who always have to be the

When talking to your crush, you find

yourselfwriting marathon texts or

FB messages—you have tons to tell him!

Typically you don't get too upset

out with a guy.

On to the next!

You're not the kind of girlwho
to just anyone.

You keep it chill

You definitely play cool around
guys—but sometimes I

you're worried about being too

obvious, remember some of the

best flirting moves are super-subtle

(like flashing a bright smile). Just a

little effort has a major impact!

094 seventeen.com
I
November 2011
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You're a super-flirt

You see love as a numbers game—
the

more likely it is that one will work
out. But no guy wants to feel like

he's one of a million. Focus on

making deep connections with

guys, not just racking them up. It

ultimately gets you closer to love.

p- SEVENTEEN

(MOSTLY RED)

Youcomeontoo^
The minute you see potential with

1 guy, you work hard to ensure it

ill last.

and acting

-y can be too much too

an. Remember, when your status

with a guy is still casual, you
should act that way too.
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Real guys on the street tell

seem des com/guystalkvideo
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standing tall

Zoe, Sophia,

Ada, Casey, and

Annie (from

left) spoke out

against sexism.
t0
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A huge, crazy-loud group of

guys—mostly giant, burly

football players and their

friends—had gathered in

the cafeteria, laughing,

fist-bumping, and high-fiving as they

surrounded a guy named Jarrett. Ugh.

Jarrett was known for writing disgusting

lists that ranked girls in our grade based

on how "hot" they were. This obnoxious

crowd could only mean one thing

—

Jarrett had written another one.

I'd been on his eighth and ninth grade

lists, where he talked about my "porn

star looks," and "angry eyebrows." It

made me so uncomfortable. I

remember thinking, Holy crap!

This is what guys think about

me?!? This time around, even

though I knew that whatever

he wrote about me probably

wasn't going to be nice,

I was still sickly curious to find

out what the list said.

Within minutes, copies

of the list were scattered

all over the cafeteria. My

friend snatched one up, shouting,

"Sophia, you're number one!" It was

so much worse than I'd thought! He

ranked us all by number based on our

face, breasts, legs, and butt, and wrote

horrible comments about our races and

religions, talked about girls giving oral

sex, called some alcoholics, and even

noted girls who had gained weight.

THE FALLOUT
Kids devoured the list all day. Guys

would say to me, "What's up, Number

One?" On the outside, I tried to shrug it

off. I didn't want to give those guys the

satisfaction of seeing me upset. But on

the inside, I was angry. Girls on the list

were crying because they felt violated.

(My friend Carly, whom Jarrett had made

fun of for being adopted, even punched

him!) It made me so mad to see the

mayhem he was causing. Many of the

girls who weren't on the list were upset

because they thought they weren't hot

enough to get noticed—twisted! But

in reality, the list made most of us feel

like total crap. Getting the top ranking

wasn't a prize for me. It

was like eavesdropping

on guys' locker room

conversations—so

gross! Jarrett was

judging me on my

body—he talked about

my "ass and rack"

—

and so were all of the

people who read the

list. Of course I like to look

good, but looks aren't everything. I'm

also a varsity soccer player, a great

singer, and a good friend. Why couldn't

he notice that?

66 He ranked us

based on our

face, breasts, legs,

and butt!}9
And the gossip got worse before it

got better. The same day he handed

out the list, Jarrett posted it on

Facebook. It got taken down quickly,

but not before a men's humor site

reposted the entire thing, so he was

getting more attention than ever.

A TIME FOR BONDING
A week after Jarrett released the list,

one of the girls, Haley, invited all 50 of

us on the list and our parents to meet

at her house. The goal was to make

ourselves feel better about the situation

and to talk about what we could do at

school so this never happened again.

We started off by joking that if we

had created a list of hot guys, Jarrett

wouldn't have even made it! But then we

began to talk about how the list made

us feel about ourselves. A lot of girls

started breaking down because Jarrett

had called out the things they were

most insecure about. But there was so

much support in the room! Annie, Ada,

and Casey made witty comments to

lighten the mood. Zoe would chime in,

reminding us that we were gorgeous

inside and out, no matter what Jarrett

said. The group ended up being a great

way for us to bond, and some of us

hadn't even been friends beforehand.

We started a Facebook group called

"Unlisted," so we could continue talking

online, and we came up with some great

ideas to fight back!

FIGHTING BACK
A few weeks later, we all got our

principal to expand sexual harassment

training in class and require that

all students participate, and

administrators had T-shirts made that

say "RESPECT" on the front and have

a Martin Luther King Jr. quote on the

back: "In the end, we will remember

not the words of our enemies, but the

silence of our friends." Our mission

is to remind students that you have

to stand up for what's right, instead

of laughing at something you know is

wrong. One day, more than 800 kids

and staff members who owned a

shirt decided to wear it on the same

day. Even some of the guys who had

supported Jarrett earlier wore the

shirts! It was so cool.

As for Jarrett, he transferred

schools. He left before the school

could punish him, but he was arrested

and charged with disorderly conduct

for creating and distributing the list.

I'm still pissed at him, but I'm actually

happy about what happened because

people rallied around my friends and

me, and we proved that we are more

than just "asses and racks." We have

personalities and brains, too—and

when pushed, we can change minds,

and even change lives. ©

"- u-i <rz"o
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money
can buy

happiness!
Ever pay a ton for something and then regret

it the next day? These sneaky buys will keep
you smiling much longer! by catey hill

you belongwith her!

Basking in Taylor's

magic sparkle dust is so

worth the cash!

f

SPEND OMNEEXPEWI?P
! m
concert tickets!

GRABLOTS OF

SrLE THINGS!

a bunch of lip glosses!

It's frustrating when that pricey

designer bag you're obsessed

with just isn't within your reach-

no matter how many times it

goes on sale. But you can still

satisfy your label lust with a few

small splurges, like these Dior

lip glosses. You'll get a taste

of luxury every time

you slick one on!

Getting thisclose to a megastar,

like Taylor Swift, and feeling the

rush of singing her songs at the

top of your lungs is something

you just can't put a price on—and
you'll relive the memories for

years! If you blow your bank

account on "stuff," the thrill

wears off way faster!

r
n

098 ¥

SUBSCRIBE TO:

a shopping service!

Dreaming about which

shoes to wear to the next party?

Rather than buying new heels

right now, anticipating a purchase

is actually more satisfying. So sign

up for a service like shoedazzle

.com, which suggests styles to buy,

m^ each month, so you'll have

something to look forward

to every 30 days!

V

CHEAP THRILL
Nothing makes me happier

than

IgetaVenti

Iced Caffe Americano

with no water, extra ice,

half-and-half, and two

Splenda. I go to the

same place every day, so

they know my order. The

routine is comforting-it's

like when you're a kid and

you have a blankie. And it's

flirt--
a cheap indulgence

*\ that makes me

W feel good-and keeps

^\ me going all

N\ daylong!

_EYFINK

of Glee

^ 17 EXPERT: Catey Hill, the author of Shoo, Jimmy C/ioo! The Modern

Girl's Guide to Spending Less and Saving More (Sterling, 2010)

.

|: SEVENTEEN.
Got more money
got answers at enteen.com/getadvice



et killer
confidence!

You've always loved Kelly's

empowering music—now steal her tips

on how to get even Stronger.

When I was 17, my
dream was to get

out of Burleson,

Texas. I wanted to

see the world.

/ To be truly
^

confident is to

know that you're

comfortable ,

\ with you. /

1 a high school '

junior.

The person I look up to the

most is any person who isn't

defined by what others think.

<n o
CO O

When I finally got
a record deal, I quit

my threejobs and
bought a house!

I
Before hitting it

big, Kelly was a

Red Bull promo girl

a waitress, and a

telemarketer!

My 81 confidence trick is reminding myself
that God made only one of me, and no one
can disregard how special that makes
each of us. I am unique. I am beautiful.

I am loved. What more could I want?

g^2
I ^ L^J

i Sorazo
cot-

i

I feel my best when
I'm wearing dresses,

because they'rejust
more comfortable.

What always cheers,

me up: watching
classic oldmovies
and listening tomy
vinyl collection.

When I'm intimidated, I talk

even more than my normal
amount (which is a lot!).

The Goonles is

1 one of Kelly's

all-time

favorite flicks.

:: SEVENTEEN.C
Who's your celeb confidence soul

mate? Find out at

11

Never, ever, ever

read anything about

yourself online

(good or bad).

My mantra is:

"Be yourself,

and rock
whatyou got!"
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meet the
Forget SATs and GPAs. Our Freshman

'*.>

crazy-fun moment

^ of their first

ear of colieg

#1

ANGEL
NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY

1 BERKLEY
UNIVERSITY OF

MARY WASHINGTON

BLAKE 1

GEORGE MASON

UNIVERSITY

BREA
UNIVERSITY OF

MISSOURI

1 BRINTON
UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

MWTS
4 Berkley (right) hit up

a "glow" party

—

where you wear
colors that stand out |

under neon lights.

PARTIES
ATTENDED

IN TOTAL
" DURING THEIR

FIRST WEEK
AT SCHOOL!

67%
won «

scholarship

$$$

LATE-NIGHT
MEALS
ORDERED IN AN
AVERAGE WEEK

CARA'
UNIVERSITY OF

FLORIDA

CAROLINE -

TARRANT COUNTY

COLLEGE

JAYMIE 1

COLLEGE OF

CHARLESTON



freshman class!
15 want to give you the college stats ' Uhat really matter!

got into their

top-choice

dream
school!

3»v(H)*
ARE
SINGLE!

E ARE GOING TO
SCHOOL WITH
THEIR BFs!

IS TRYING LONG-
DISTANCE LOVE!
Brinton and her BF have been
together for 3.5 years!

girls

picked

outa
roomie on
Facebook! 4

Blake (left) used

FB to connect wit

another girl on the

cheer team!

JENNA
AMERICAN

UNIVERSITY

KRISTIN
DRAKE

UNIVERSITY

"MAYA 1

DUKE

UNIVERSITY

YOLIS'
TEXAS STATE

UNIVERSITY

REBECCA
SAN DIEGO STATE

UNIVERSITY

MELISA
HARVARD

COLLEGE

MELE'
UNIVERSITY OF

SAN FRANCISCO

1

nice.

©

<S)

| t
-l—'S

01 intei

<-n£

so you:

| Use your QR reader

to see these sticks

having holiday fun

together.



LEARN FILMMAKING
" "CTING FOR FILM
s

otrt

-fit

i

-timr»i«^«- ycci\
FILM ACADEMr

«.:-**3

iPriSCHOOL OF FILM & ACTING
e Most Hands-on Intensive Programs in the World

^i*-a£W*5*?W-"

16mm • 35mm • Hi-Def • REI sra • Super 16mm • HDSLR

i

ONE & TWO-YEAR CONSERVATORY TWO-YEAR ASSOCIATE OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS MASTER OF FINE ARTS

SHORT-TERM HANDS-ON INTENSIVE TOTAL IMMERSION WORKSHOPSALSO AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND

I

NEW YORK CITY • UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, CALIFORNIA • ABU DHABI, UAE • AUSTRALIA

HARVARD UNIVERSITY* • DISNEY STUDIOS* • PARIS* • FLORENCE* • JAPAN* • KOREA* • CHINA*

All credits and degrees are solely granted by the New York Film Academy California. All degree programs take place on the backlot of Universal Studios, Hollywood,

All workshops are solely owned and operated by the New York Film Academy and such workshops are not affiliated with Universal Studios, Harvard University, or Disney Studios. 'SUMMER ONLY.



wmmm
1

I I ^^1^^^ ^™
and we're not talking

• - •« he the best long
weekend ever- NmbNZAJ

WSSyce's* day^-day^.".Pj^lUJgJI^
>

THURSDAY
RAID THELEFTOVERS!

After the family has finally gone to bed, turn

mom's pumpkin pie into ooey-gooey Pumpkin S'mores!

Sjfagg

t/J I-

1i
+^ +v ,^2fc

2 graham crackers,

each split into squares

4 squares of

milk chocolate

2 marshmallows 2 tablespoons of filling

from leftover pumpkin pie

Spread pie filling on two graham squares and place pieces of

chocolate on the others. Microwave the chocolate grahams for 10 to

15 seconds, until they begin to melt. Place marshmallows on chocolate,

and microwave for another 5 to 10 seconds, until marshmallows start to

expand. Remove from microwave, place the pumpkin-pie squares on top, and enjoy!
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FRIDAY

GOTO
THEMOVIES!

After all that shopping, you deserve a great

flick. Catch one that's out this weekend!

"

ft f *:=-'• * 1

HITTHEMALL!
Turn shopping into a game! Split into two

teams-the last group to find everything

on this list buys ice cream. Sweet!

I^best bonus gift with purchase!

Efa video of shoppers

fighting over an item!

Efthe coziest hat

and gloves!

r^a pic of door-buster

shoppers sleeping

outside a store!

eT craziest gag gift!

r^cutest party piece!

Inmost insane

discount at the mall

(90 percent off?!?)

Efa pic of you with

a cute boy next

to you in line

SHOW US YOUR HAUL!
What did you get? Tweet a pic of your best

cavenger hunt find with for a chance to win
a Samsung Sidekick II smartphone! See details on page 149.

THEDESCEHDAHTS
Three cheers for

Shailene Woodley! The
Secret Life star gets

serious in this Oscar
buzz-y movie about a

dad reconnecting

with his kids after a

family tragedy.

In theaters November 23.

HUGO You'll love Jil
Q
<

the amazing effects, li -.^n a h o

the setting of 1930s ^11 52

Paris, and Chloe * - J 52
35

Moretz's cool secret. lJ If f
|<

And the Hollywood
. *-<•

pedigree isn't shabby P^tS
=> LJ

either: It was directed

by Martin Scorese! wmm . ^ w^'»«

It
6 a
3°

In theaters November 23. Asa Butterfield and Chloe Moretz ij

Z3

o to

zl j

So

THEMUPPETSMOVIE
Get your group
together for a giggle-

fest! Between
Jason Segel, Amy
Adams, and a wacky
cast of puppets,

you'll be ROTFL.

In theaters November 23.

0.O

95

BE THE
FIRST TO SEE

BREAKING
DAWNl

You've waited long

enough! Enter to win

two tickets to early

screenings happening in

cities across the country.

SEE PAGE 149! £



TURDAY
HAVEA PARTY!

You can't have a four-day break without a major
get-together. Grab your pals and try one of these ideas.

GAME NIGHT
YOU NEED: Dance Charades,
Glee Cranium, and your
best game face,

MAJOR GOAL:

Your favorite games
are now even more
fun: Glee Cranium

tests your Gleek

trivia, and Dance
Charades makes you

dance out your

words and phrases!

z o
UJ Q

FOOTBALL TOURNEY
YOU NEED: team ribbons, fun

boys, a sunny day, jj
and a football.

MAJOR GOAL:

Get your heart

racing with some
|

friendly-flirty

coed competition.

(A flag football

kit takes out

the painful

"tackling" part.)

SUNDAY
CHILL OUT!

It's been a long weekend—you deserve some
me time! Crack open one of these page-turners.

YOU'LL LOVE:

Modelland
BY TYRA BANKS

It Girl is all about fitting in

with the pretty people. But
Tyra's fictional debut takes

it one step further— it has
the wacky glamour of ANTM
(like smizing!), but it's set in

a sci-fi fantasyland!

rrV/Z/WMARATHON
YOU NEED: popcorn, the DVDs,
and a line dividing Team
Edward from Team Jacob!

?©?/

MAJOR GOAL:

Now that Bella

and Edward
are getting

married, there's

no better time to

do a retrospective

of their crazy

romance!

—
The It Girl

series

HSUI
The Hunger

Games series

YOU'LL LOVE:

The Matched Trilogy
BYALLYCONDIE

If you're feeling Katniss

withdrawal, check out a new
dystopian world, where husbands
are assigned and no one is free.

Don't worry: There's still a love

triangle! Crossed, out now, is

the second book in the series, so

start Matched first to catch up!

—
Someone

Like You

YOU'LL LOVE:

Pregnant Pause
BY HAN NOLAN

It has all of the drama of

teen pregnancy, like

Someone Like You, only

without the whole
"feeling sorry for

yourself" angle. This mom
goes to summer camp to

live with her baby's father!

SEVENTEEN.COM
:heck out 30 more way

ksgiving weekend seventeen.com/tgiving
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• Heather Morris p. us

•Dress Up! p. us
• Major Looks (+ Sneaky Little Secrets!) p. 124

• Find Your Perfect Match! P . 130

• Let's Get Loud P . is4

•Love Is in the Air! p. i38«

•The Lost Girls p. 144
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ON HEATHER: Top and

tank, Market; cami,

Topshop; sweatpants,

Aryn Glasser; necklace,

Madame Mathilde;

sneakers, DKNY.

^^^^^H^B(fl|HBV^^^^^^^^^^^B



HER DANCE MOVES
ARE SER.O

tUo
S.

h
B
a7e fon

THE GIRL J"ST WAf ,my spenc



ON HEATHER: Vest,

Improvd; bralette,

Rebecca Taylor;

bandeau, VPL; shorts.

Kimberly Taylor;

bracelet, Janis Savitt;

sneakers, Reebok.



LI
expect. It's easy to assume she's a

^H ^H dippy blonde like her character,

^H H Brittany S. Pierce, on Glee and

H in some ways she is. "I like to say

things that are just so random," she says. "And I love to

make people laugh. But I'm not naive." Turns out, the

"random girl" routine is actually part of her act—she just

likes to keep people on their toes. "When I'm in public,

I want to be doing everything opposite from what

everybody else does," she says.

But the real Heather

would surprise most people.

For starters, she's incredibly

driven. She started taking

dance lessons when she was
only 18 months old and was

entering dance competitions

by the time she was 4. "I

just kept wanting to work

harder at it," she says.

"It was my art." And she's

seriously smart. In high

school, the Scottsdale,

Arizona, native had a

4.0 average. "I was a really

good student," she admits.

"I liked math and science."

(These days, her fellow Glee

castmates like to tease her

because she always has her

nose in a book.) She is also

fiercely loyal. The 24-year-

old has been dating

her former high school

schoolmate and boyfriend,

Taylor Hubbell, for four

years—and has zero

interest in dating up the

Hollywood ladder.

But a lot of these amazing qualities came from one

of the saddest moments in her life—the death of her

father when she was only 14. "It hit me so fast," she

says of that traumatic moment. But it also gave her a

clear goal: to follow her dreams. So at 19, she picked

up and moved to Los Angeles to become a professional

dancer. For the first year, she went to endless

auditions and made ends meet by working as a greeter at

Abercrombie & Fitch. But lightning struck within a

year when she tried out for a spot as a backup dancer

on Beyonce's world tour. "I wasn't nervous; I was just

excited," she says—and that fearlessness helped her

get the gig on the spot. Two years later, when the

ON HEATHER: Jacket,

Diesel; braletto and

Spandex, VPL; shorts,

Ella Moss; earrings,

CC Skye; sneakers,

Jeremy Scott x .

Adidas Originals.

producers of Glee needed someone to teach the cast

the choreography to "Single Ladies," Heather was

called in. Her goofy sense of humor and uncensored

nature instantly charmed them, and they gave her the

chance to read for a guest role, which quickly became

a permanent spot. Now she gets to do the two things

she loves most—deliver the show's funniest lines and

dance circles around everyone else. "My dad would be

so happy for me," she says. With each passing episode,

Heather's role gets bigger and more complex—her

nonjudgmental portrayal of

a girl who's in love with

both a guy and her closest

girl friend is particularly

groundbreaking. Sure,

we're into Rachel Berry's

desperate shenanigans or

Quinn Fabray's twisted bid

to stay popular at all costs,

but Heather is the one

stealing all the attention

—

both on-screen and off I

17: How did losing your

father at such a young
age affect you?
Heather Morris: It made me
grow up in a different way.

My mom and I are really

close because of it, so I'm

glad I have a good

relationship with her, but I

definitely went through a lot

of phases. At times, I didn't

care at all and I went to

school in my pajamas and

I cried. But then I cut it out

and I focused on my
dancing. I was in dance

class all the time.

17: We get a lot of letters from readers about
grief. How did you deal with yours?

HM: It's definitely a process, because it still goes on. I

think about my dad more than I ever have—but in a

good way, because I feel like I'm hanging out with him
all the time. I always kind of pretend he's here.

17: Did you ever have moments where you felt like

giving up on your dreams?
HM: I went to college because I thought it would make my
dad proud, but I just went for a year—I realized I was

going to miss out on trying to do what 7 wanted to do.
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17: Do you think you'll ever go back to school?

HM: Before I'm 30, 1 want to go back to college.

17: You got your first big break working for

Beyonce. What did you learn from her?

HM: Beyonce was just always full-out. She's like a

beast. So you learn that no matter how you feel, just do

it. Just like Nike: "Just Do It."

17: Your role on Glee is your first acting job, right?

Who helped you out on your first day?
HM: Naya [Rivera, who plays Santana] and I did a

scene together. It was my first acting scene, and we just

started talking. She and I immediately became friends.

17: And now your character is having a

relationship with Naya's character. Is it weird

kissing a good friend?

HM: It was weird. I mean, we
were both giggling. I could not

imagine doing this with any of

my close friends now. If we
played Spin the Bottle one

night, I would never. It'd be so

weird. I couldn't.

His name was Chad. [Editor's note: It's Chad Duell, who
was on Wizards of Waverly Place.] He lived next door to

one of my best friends. And I was just like, "Chad come

out on a date with me! Please! " I'd go over to his house

and knock on the door and get him to come out.

17: Bold! What's your best flirting move now?
HM: Dance really well—dance to impress yourself, not

for anybody else. If you're having fun and you're happy,

you're unconsciously flirting with people who are

watching you because they're like, "Wow, she is sexy."

17: What if you're not a good dancer?

HM: Be smart! [Laughs.] But if you're a very bad

dancer, just have fun with your friends. I think when
you intentionally try to flirt, you're not doing a good job.

It won't feel real.

••
17: Have you ever kissed a

girl in your real life?

HM: Yeah. Mostly for guys'

attention when I was in high

school. One time I did it when
I was curious with a friend,

but she wasn't my best friend.

17: What would be your

advice to a reader who is

questioning her sexuality?

HM: Everybody's process is

different. When I was younger, you're like, I love my
friends. Girls are so fun to hang out with. I don't like

boys. Maybe I'm gay! Maybe it's just by process of

elimination, who you enjoy to hang out with. I don't

really have advice because each person is different.

17: Did you get a lot of attention from guys when
you were in high school?

HM: I was so outgoing and annoying. I'm sure guys

were like, She's so ridiculous. I just wanted to hang

out with my friends and laugh. All my friends are

goofballs. I just want to have a good time.

17: Did you ever ask a guy out?

HM: I asked one boy out when I was 16—I was a

sophomore and he was a freshman, and he was so cute.

I JUST WANT
TO HAVE A
GOOD TIME.

99

17: You've been with

your boyfriend, Taylor,

for a long time. What do
you love most about him?

HM: He likes me a lot. He's

hot. And he's cool. I like how
I make him feel and act, and

the same goes for me. I like

that he likes the feeling he

has when he's around me.

And I knew I didn't want to

date anybody else. I just

want to be with him.

17: What does he love

about you?

HM : He loves that I make
him laugh. But I know I

can't take it too far. Like the

other day, I was having this

conversation with my friend about farts, and I realized

guys probably wouldn't think that's sexy. There's a limit.

17: Smart! What's the best advice you ever got?

HM: When I was growing up, my mom was always like,

"Whatever you do, make sure you're happy doing it.

And if you're not happy, then stop." That's a good thing.

She let me do what I needed to do.

17: Have you learned anything from your

character, Brittany?

HM: She teaches me to be myself, and go for it. More

and more. I do what I want to do.

17: That seems to be working out!

HM: Yeah. I love being myself.©

116 Fashion Stylist: Lara Backmender at Kate Ryan, Inc. Hair: Campbell F. McAuley at Soloartists.com/Sydney Hair Care.

Makeup: Vanessa Scali for Winks by Georgie at Neiman Marcus. Manicure: Michelle Saunders for Orly/Celestineagency.com.



CONFESSIONSFROM
THE CAST OF GLEEl
TELL

Ab6StTHE?R DIRTY LITTLE SECRETS.

(3501
"Chris Colfer
has his trailer

decked out!
He has a disco ball, strobe lights

and a fog machine. One day, we

heard music blasting and saw lights
^

flashing, so we had a fun dance

party! The crew was like, 'This thing

is going to collapse if any more

people try to squeeze In!'"

-harry shum jr.

">nak1
Naya is a good kisser.

But if I could pick

someone to make

»ut with in an

pcoming episode,

it would
Kevin."•i;

"Dianna
is the
biggest
flirt!
But not intentionally.

She's just happy

so she just wants to

talk to everybody"

-heather morris

^

\

Sot moves!



THESE ONE-PIECE WONDERS
ADDRESS ALL YOUR BODY
ISSUES! SLIP ONE ON AND
WATCH THE MAGIC HAPPEN.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHRIS NICHOLLS
118



STRAPLESS

POUF
Bringyour body
into bombshell
territory! The
sweetheart neckline

and exaggerated
skirt fakes an
hourglass shape.

dress (comes with belt)

Sizes S-L, Make Me Chic,

$S6, makemechic.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-L, Splendid, $72,
Bergdorf Goodman.
socks
So, $10, Kohl's and

kohls.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-10, Creative

Recreation, $85,
pickyourshoes.com.



PLAID SHIFT
Play it straight! This

preppyprint and
simple shape turns

your body into one
sleek column.
dress
Sizes XS-XL, Joe Fresh,

$39, Joe Fresh stores and

888-495-5111.

hat
Fraas, $35, fraas.com.

booties
Sizes 6-10, Chinese Laundry,

$150, chineselaundry.com.

OFF-THE-

SHOULDER
Shrug offanylumps
and bumps: A
slouchy neckline

draws the eye
up—graphic stripes

hide everything else!

dress
Sizes XS-XL, Joe Fresh,

$69, Joe Fresh stores and
888-495-5111.

necklace
Naughty Secretary Club, $22,
naughtysecretaryclub.com.

heels

Sizes 5V2-10, Make Me Chic,

$27, makemechic.com.



TURTLENECK

BODY-CON
Make your curves
the main event. This

minidress hugs

every inch, but the

long sleeves and high

neckkeep it from
looking too sexy.

dress
Sizes XS-XL, Victoria's

Secret, $60, victoriassecret

.com and 800-888-8200.

socks
Hue, $7, hue.com.

heels
Sizes 6-11, Seychelles,

$130, habitatshoes.com.



ASYMMETRICAL

II

_

Showr a little skin

without giving

it all away—one bare

arm is a flirty surprise!

dress
Sizes 2-12, Topshop,

$100, topshop.com.

tights

We Love Colors,

$8, welovecolors.com.

booties

Sizes 6-10, Charlotte

Russe, $43, Charlotte

Russe stores.

«rs

V

PEAKED

SHOULDER

SHEATH
Curse those

crunches—

A

strong shoulder

detail instantly

shrinks

your middle!

dress
Sizes S-L, Aryn K,

$83, lulus.com.

wrap bracelet

(worn as choker)
Juicy Couture, $48,
juicycouture.com.

socks
Sock it to Me, $9,
sockittome.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-14, Adidas Originals,

100, shopadidas.com.



A longmonochrome
dress makes every

body look instantly

taller and leaner.

dress
Sizes S-L, Hazel, $180,
Dillard's and myhazel.com.

tee
Sizes S-XXL, Out of Print

Clothing, $88,
outofprintclothing.com.

belt

Aeropostale, $10,

Aeropostale stores and

aeropostale.com.

shoes
Sizes 5%-ll, Betsey Johnson,

$90, Nordstrom and

nordstrom.com.

Fashion Stylist: Anna Levak at 1+lmgmt.
Hair: Chuck Amos for Carol's Daughter at

Jump. Makeup: Kyriaki Savrani for Dior

Beauty at Factory Downtown, Manicure:

Tatyana Molot by Artistsbytimothypriano.com.

Prop Stylist: Richie Owings/Halley Resources.



Is
LIPS
Wear dramatic

red—without
the drama of

smudges or

bleeding color.

Tracing your lip

line with a dab
of foundation

keeps lipstick

locked in place.

You can rock high-fashion faces in your everyday life. Mega makeup
yesenia ahmmte\



KATELYN, 16
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Give smoky eyes

more depth: Layering

shades of blue

softens the look—

b

not the impact!

ft

V

Y:

fc

XV
artist Gucci Westman knows the expert tricks

PHOTOGRAPHS BY katep&wers

N
V.



CHANEL, 20

EYJ
IPS

When you're p
features, mix textures: sparkle on
eyes, rich gloss on lips. You'll look

lit from within—not caked in color!



%
I

contoured

FACE
Make your features

totally pop without

looking overdone!

A little well-placed

bronzer and
[highlighter is key!

I
CLAUDIA, 16

V*»K



These teeny tips can make a massive difference.

SCARLETA
LIPS ^

Keep that red

lipstick in place!

Apply it with a

lip brush—you'll

get total control

(how much color

and exactly

where it goes).
try: Revlon

Colorburst Lipstick in

Coral, $9, drugstores

Use a foundation

brush dipped in

base to draw
around the edges
of your lips

—

it will keep them
nice and sharp!
try: Revlon Foundation

Brush, $10, drugstores

BLUE
SMOKE

Solid dark eyes can look muddy,

but Gucci says that multiple

shades add contrast and
dimension! Start with a base

coat of an opaque royal blue all

over lids. Then add a lighter

shade on the inner corners and
browbones, and a sheer

iridescent indigo to the center.
try: (from top) Dolce&Gabbana Smooth Eye Color

Duo in Sky, $S9, saks.com; Revlon Diamond Lust

Eyeshadow in Neptune Star, $5, drugstores.

*r •

$$£\



EYES & LIPS

»±

Sweep your dark shadow on top

lids, but don't go above crease.

Then balance the depth of

the shadow by applying a loose

sparkly highlighter on top.

try: Jouer Powder Eyeshadow in Bordeaux, $20,
jouercosmetics.com; Too Faced Glamour Dust in

Glampire, $17, toofaced.com

The prettiest lips reflect light

so your whole face glows! Paint

on a deep stain, and then swipe
on one coat of a similarly

colored gloss over your lipstick.

try: Revlon Limited Edition Lipgloss Palette in

Bordeaux in the Snow, $?, drugstores

CONTOURED
FACE

Bring your favorite features

to the forefront! Sweep a

matte bronzer one shade
darker than your skin tone

below your cheekbones, at

your temples, and along the

sides of the nose. (It will

bring out your bone
structure). Then apply liquid

highlighter down the bridge

of your nose, along

cheekbones, in your tear

ducts, and on Cupid's bow to

cast an overall glow.
try: Revlon Age Defying Face Illuminator,

$14, drugstores; Sephora Collection I.T.

Round Powder Brush, $40, sephora.com;

Smashbox Photo Set Pressed Powder, $29,
sephora.com

£n
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Fashion Stylist: Annebet Duvall. Hair: Lazarus Douvos.

Makeup: Gucci Westman, Global Artistic Directorfor Revlon.

Manicure: Ana-Maria for Onyx Salon & Spa at Artistsbytimothypriano.com.
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The winners ofSeventeen'^

Best Boyfriends in America
Contest will meltyour
heart—and help you find love!

Your dream guy would obviously love your

fave music, root for your teams, and back you :

up in a best-ever pizza toppings debate. But a

truly rock-solid relationship is about more than

having stuff in common—it's about having a guy who
makes you feel like the coolest, prettiest, most

fun-dorable version of yourself. And whenever life

throws random BS your way, it doesn't send you into

freakout mode anymore—because you have someone

in your corner who knows exactly what to say to

cheer you up, calm you down, or make you laugh

until you pee. Read on to find out what makes our

Best Boyfriends so amazing—it will help you fill in

the blanks on your own perfect dude wish list!

PHOTOGRAPHSBYHICKOHKEN
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t 5:30 a.m. on her 16th birthday, Allison was still asleep when her

boyfriend, Dakota, showed up to surprise her—holding a plate of

heart-shaped waffles and a small pink notebook. On the first

page, he wrote that he'd loved her from the moment he saw her at church

camp—and tripped because he was so distracted by her! Then he told

Allison that he hoped they could trade messages in the notebook every

week, and that this would be their way of setting their love in stone.

"Allison loves to write," says Dakota. "I wanted to share something that

she likes to do. It's helped me express myself in a different way."

Dakota and Allison's openness has also helped them through rough

patches, too. "A few weeks ago, we had this stupid fight at a party," says

Allison. "On the way home, we talked about it, and soon we were both
*• crying—in a good way. We knew we could be totally honest with each other."

"Great communication goes both ways," says Dakota. "You can be honest, but

the other person has to really listen. I know I can tell Allison anything and she won't

judge me—even when I do something I'm not proud of, like blowing a test. She's

helped me let my guard down—and that's what made us grow so close."

and have a hard time trusting

guys, so you need a sensitive

type who'll be extra-careful

with your heart.

diary or blog (you've got to

get it all out!) and need a

partner who's in touch with

his emotions, too.

candlelit

dinners, the works! Romantic

gestures are a sign of love—

you'd never go for a guy who's

too cool for that.

THEMESTER K aren was parked on the couch for the

second day in a row—marathoning

-Degrassi and feeling miserable

from getting her wisdom teeth pulled

—

when the doorbell rang. Her boyfriend, Thomas, stood there, basically bursting out of

a child-size knight's costume. "I am your knight in shining armor and you are my
princess!" he exclaimed, holding three mismatched bouquets of flowers and Chinese

takeout. Karen immediately burst out laughing. "I used to be a tough cookie to

crack—kind of shy and serious," Karen admits. "But Thomas's crazy humor
cuts right through that."

The couple was set up for a Halloween dance at Thomas's school two years

ago—and spent an hour in the parking lot afterward, waiting for Karen's dad

to pick her up. "We just talked," says Thomas. "Everyone else had left early to

party, but Karen said straight up, 'I don't drink.' She doesn't care what anyone

else thinks is cool—she is totally her own person. From the first moment I met her,

that was so interesting to me."

"I thought that dance would be an awkward blind date," says Karen. "But it turned

into something amazing. I'd been in other relationships that didn't work, because I

never felt comfortable. If you find yourself being fake, pretending to laugh at things he

says—that's a bad sign. With Thomas, the laughter is always real."

You're

drawn to guys who like to

be the center of attention.

The excitement tubs off!

You're not into over-the-

romance or big showy

displays of affection; you

think love is in the detail
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One hot, humid day last summer, Kate was at the pool with

friends when her mom called with tearful news: "Your dad
has cancer," she said. "I was so scared," said Kate. "I had no

idea what to do. Out of instinct, I called my boyfriend, Jorge, and

just broke down. He said, 'This is the toughest thing in the world not

to have control over—but I'll be there for you every step of the way.'"

As Kate's parents got caught up with hospital visits and talk of

the thyroid cancer, Jorge was the one person in the world who was
there just for Kate. He went with her to visit her dad in the hospital,

cracked her up when she didn't feel like talking about it, and, after

her father's throat surgery, showed up with ice cream. "I didn't

always know what I was supposed to do," says Jorge. "I just knew
I had to do whatever I could to make Kate feel better." Eventually,

Kate's dad made a full recovery. "Our relationship was tested,"

says Kate. "But we came out closer than ever."

Since Jorge and Kate first started chatting in their school gym
two years ago, it's always been super-important to have each other's

backs. "When we can tell the other person is having a bad day, we
leave a note in their car," says Kate. "And Jorge has this secret hand
signal when we're together: Two squeezes mean, 'I love you.' It's his

way of reminding me that he's right there beside me if I'm ever

starting to freak out about something!"

"I do anything I can to support Kate because she supports me
too," says Jorge. "No one in my family ever talked to me about

college, but Kate took me to look at schools, fill out my applications,

and register for classes. She is always there for me, helping me get

through it all. The least I can do is return the favor."

Ef

is the rock your perfect match?

Like, you have big plans for

college and your future. You

like to be around people

who'll push you to get there.

|

When you get stressed or

overwhelmed, it's important to

you that someone talks you

down and has your back.

You're not great at expressing

your emotions, so you need a

guy who knows what you meai

when you haven't said a word

'BADBF-
ALERT!

Not every dude is award-winning

material. The Best BFs

tell you how to spot the losers.

• He doesn't apologize,
"One guy I know left his

girlfriend out of the loop when
he was making plans for the

weekend, and she got upset.

Instead of admitting that it

was wrong, he just pretended
like he'd never seen her text

asking to hang out. A real man
never has too much pride to

say that he's sorry." -Dakota

• He won't commit.
"When I was on the football

team, guys would talk about
seeing three girls at one time.

They got away with it because
they'd tell girls they didn't

want to be official. That's

what guys say when they

want a 'get out of jail free'

card for cheating." -JORGE

• Hewantsan
instanthookup.
"All my guy friends have told

me they want to be in

relationships, but they also

go to parties and have random
hookups. That's why if you
meet someone you like, you
shouldn't hook up with him
right away. That tells him that

you're looking for something
more serious than one night

Of fun." -THOMAS
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top
Sizes 2-12, H&M,
$18, H&M stores.

jeans
Sizes 2-12, Topshop,

$76, topshop.com.

hat
Albertus Swanepoel for

Target, $20, select Target

stores and target.com.

belt

Brave Leather, $55,
braveleather.com.

boots
Sizes 6-10, Forever 21,

$30, select Forever 21
stores and forever21.com.

Catch Juhanne s hot dance moves in the remake of Footloose, in theaters October 14.
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jacket
Sizes 2-12, Topshop,

$135, topshop.com.

tee

Sizes XS-XL, Tulle,

$S3, tulle4us.com.

jeans
Sizes 1-13, Vanilla Star

Jeans, $34, BelkandWet
Seal stores.

necklace
ABS by Allen Schwartz,

$48, Lord & Taylor.

belt

Make Me Chic, $8,
makemechic.com.
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^^^^^ sweaterdress
Sizes XS-XL, Roxy,

$100, roxy.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-XL, Uniqlo,

$30, Uniqlo stores.

hood (worn aswrap)
SpiritHoods, $130,
spirithoods.com.

socks
We Love Colors, $4,
welovecolors.com.

shoes
Sizes 6-10, Forever 21,

$20, select Forever 21
stores and forever21.com.

Fashion Stylist: Susan Joy. Hair: Charles Baker Strahan for

Artistsbytimothypriano.com and Herbal Essences. Makeup: Vicky Steckel for

Dior Beauty at Bryan Bantry, Inc. Manicure: Elle for Essie at The Wall Group.
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A pretty scent can be as unforgettable as your

first crush. So find the fall fragrance that

brings back those butterflies all over again.

^f meredith gray photographs by jesse shadoan
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notes
Think of this happy
raspberry and peony
mix as an instant

pick-me-up, like when
you get a sweet text

"just because."

try: Oh, Lola! by Marc

Jacobs Eau de Parfum,

$68 for 1.7 oz., Sephora

stores

cute
cuddles
The warmth of this

vanilla orchid and
sandalwood combo
feels like cozying up in

his favorite sweatshirt.

try: DKNY Golden

Delicious Eau de Parfum,

$60 for 1.7 oz.,

department stores

sunny
days
Picture yourself on a

picnic date in a bright,

sunny field with this

fresh blend of lychee,

water lily, and jasmine.

try: Coach Poppy

Flower Eau de Parfum

Spray, $65 for 1.7 oz.,

department stores

candy
smiles
The scent of jelly beans

and golden peony will

make you giddy—like

the times he has you
doubled over in giggles.

try: Mariah Carey

Lollipop Splash Never

Forget You Eau de Parfum

Spray, $33 for 1.0 oz.,

department stores

playful
glances
Energizing splashes of

juicy pear, citrus, and
hyacinth are as exciting

as those moments when
he smiles at you from

across the hallway.

try: I Fancy You by

Jessica Simpson Eau de

Parfum Spray, $49 for

1.7 oz., Macy's

sweet
kisses
This mouthwatering
mix of caramel and
vanilla honey scents

is yummier than a

brownie sundae after

movie night!

try: Prada Candy Eau de

Parfum, $80 for 1.7 oz.,

Neiman Marcus
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for her

Calvin Klein

ROLD SULTRY EDGY ULTIMATE PULSERACING TOTAL
ATTITUDE MYSTERY IMPULSE FANTASY The unique combo HEARTRREAKER
Consider this your The touch of musk that When you want to A hint of tough-girl of bluebird orchid and Reach for this playful blend

instant confidence lingers in this own the room, this leather mixed with blue curacao is hard of passion fruit and
booster: Passionate sparkling rose scent exotic blend of warm jasmine makes to forget—like that strawberry leaves when
scents like peach and will leave hirn wanting passion flower and you the alluring life-changing you're in the mood to

freesia will make you to know much more chocolate will grab girl he wants . . . but second when he leans dance—it was made for

feci fearless. about you. attention. can't have. in to kiss you. girls' night out!

try: Burberry Body Eau try: Dior Addict to Life, try: CK One Shock for try: Fan di Fendi Eau de try: Beyonce Pulse try: Too Too by Betsey

de Parfum, $75 for $69 for 1.7 oz., Her, $40 for 1.7 oz., Parfum, $76, Sephora Eau de Parfum, $49 for Johnson, $62 for 1.7 oz.,

2 oz., burberry.com Sephora stores macys.com stores 1.7 oz., Macy's Sephora stores
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these spicy notes makeyou
feel instant chemistry!

\
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You cant help butfallhead
over heels with these tropic

florals and classic roses!

I

i

)uvall. Hair: David Cru

icure: Jacqueline Sau



sweet
nothings
Water lily and coconut

orchid will have you
daydreaming about a

stroll on the beach,

hand-in-hand.

try: Someday by Justin

Bieber Eau de Parfum

Spray, $45 for 1.7 oz.,

Sephora stores

sparks

fly
Each electric spritz

of apple blossom and
honeysuckle takes you
back to the rush of when
you first locked eyes.

try: Wonderstruck by

Taylor Swift Eau de Parfum

Spray, $50 for 1.7 oz.,

department stores

pure
happiness
A blissful mix of

fresh citrus and
jasmine blocks out the

rest of the world

—

nothing else matters

but the two of you.

try: S by Shakira Eau

Florale Eau de Toilette,

$35 for 1,7 oz.,

Walgreens stores

falling

fast
Jolts of sparkling plum
and amber will stay on
your mind—like the

first time he ever said,

"I love you."

try: Victoria's Secret

Angel Eau de Parfum,

$35 for 2.5 oz.,

Victoria's Secret stores

sexy
confidence
Take a chance on love!

Bold notes of pink

guava and lotus blossom
will give you the

courage to ask him out.

try: Vera Wang
Lovestruck Eau de

Parfum, $68 for 1.7 oz.,

macys.com

starry-
eyed
You'll be drawn to the

scent of savory black

currant, but it's the spice

of pink pepper that

will make him. want to

get closer.

try: Lancome Tresor

Midnight Rose Eau de

Parfum Spray, $56 for

1.7 oz., department stores
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AQUAZHIALEE, 18
MISSING FROM FLORENCE, SC,

SINCE MAY 16, 2010

ALYSSA MOODY, 17
MISSING FROM LAKE VIEW TERRACE, CA,

SINCE OCTOBER 19, 2010

LACHANCE CHAPMAN, 17
MISSING FROM EUGENE, OR,

SINCE JUNE 18, 2010

BRITNI WELLS, 20
MISSING FROM NORFOLK, VA,

SINCE JANUARY 2, 2007
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KAYLABER6,18
MISSING FROM ANTIGO, Wl,

SINCE AUGUST 11, 2009

CAITLINABAD, 17
MISSING FROM BOULDER CITY, NV,

SINCE APRIL 5, 2011

PAIGE JOHNSON, 18
MISSING FROM COVINGTON, KY,

SINCE SEPTEMBER 23, 2010

ALEXIS DUKES-JONES, 16
MISSING FROM LITHONIA, GA,

SINCE MAY 18, 2010

ROXANAMELENDEZ, 18
MISSING FROM UNION CITY, CA,

SINCE FEBRUARY 6, 2011

TARASHA BENJAMIN, 19
MISSING FROM SELMA, AL,

SINCE JUNE 26, 2010

SOPHIA PILIPCIC, 18
MISSING FROM SNOHOMISH, WA,

SINCE SEPTEMBER 14, 2009
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More than half a million people were reported missing in America
last year—nearly half of them were girls just like you. by claudine ko

Any
of the girls on the opposite page could be

your best friend. Think about it: She's the first

person you text when you need someone to

talk to and the only person you trust to keep

all of your secrets. But what if one day, you came to class

and nobody knew where she was? Or you sent a text, and

she didn't respond—ever again?

It may seem like the kind of thing that would never

happen to you, but last year, the FBI received 565,692

missing persons reports for people under the age of

21—though experts say the real number of missing

teenagers, which includes cases that haven't been

reported to the police, could be more than a million.

Many of the reports are for teens who ran away
because they lived in an abusive home, and 99 percent

of the time, the teen is found within the first six

months. But a tiny portion of unsolved cases end up a

lot scarier—not just for the missing girl, but for her

family and friends as well. They are the brutal

kidnapping stories you hear about on crime dramas
and the nightly news, and in those cases, it's likely

she's been murdered.

The truth is, the longer a girl is gone, the less likely

it is that she will come home. But there is always a

glimmer of hope. Elizabeth Smart was kidnapped and

found after nine months, and Jaycee Dugard returned

home after 18 years of captivity, and so maybe there's

a chance for those who are still missing. Their stories

can help you understand how to protect yourself—and

your friends. That way, you'll never have to go through

the pain of loss and not knowing, which these girls'

best friends experience every day.



ABDUCTED!
HOLLY BOBO, 21

r
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Missing since April 13, 2011, from

Darden, TN

Holly and her BFF, Brittany, 20, were

inseparable. After high school

graduation, they both took college

nursing classes, studied together,

and went to church together, where

Holly sang solos in the choir. For

fun, they drove around in Brittany's

Mustang and made videos of

themselves rocking out to Miley Cyrus songs.

On a chilly morning last spring, Brittany didn't have

time to send Holly her usual 6 a.m. "What are you wearing

today?" text because she was cramming for an exam they

had that morning. But when she arrived in class at 8 a.m.,

Holly wasn't there. "I knew something was wrong," says

Brittany. "Holly's always 10 minutes early." Brittany was
convinced that Holly had been in an accident and cried

throughout the test. Her instinct was right—Holly was in

danger. When the test was over, the teacher announced

that an AMBER alert had been issued for Holly and the

rest of class was canceled.

Brittany sped to Holly's house

on autopilot, blindly following the

route she'd driven so many times

before. When she got there, there

were helicopters above and police

officers everywhere. "It was just

completely unreal. I felt sick to my
stomach," says Brittany.

Holly's brother, Clint, says he woke up at 7:45 that

morning to Holly's dog barking outside. He watched

through the window as Holly walked into the woods with

a man in a hunting jacket who he had assumed was her

boyfriend, Drew—until he got a call from his mom, who
said a neighbor had heard screaming near the house.

When Clint told her that Holly was with Drew, his mom
said that it couldn't have been Drew—Drew was hunting

across town! That's when Clint ran outside to investigate.

When he spotted blood on the ground, he called 911.

Now six months later, there are still no answers and no

more clues about why Holly was targeted or who the man
was. Brittany lives in fear every day. "I see the world

differently," she says. "I pay attention everywhere I go. I

used to trust people. I'd leave doors unlocked. Now I lock

everything behind me." Holly's loved ones say they aren't

giving up until she's home. "We need to keep her story out

there, so people don't forget," says Brittany.

WHEN HE
SAW BLOOD
ON THE
GROUND, HE
GALLED 911.

KENIA MONGE, 19

"SHE'D

NEVER LEAVE

HER PHONE."

Went missing on April 1, 2011, from Denver, CO

"I always wanted to be like Kenia. She was really good at

school and was the president of clubs. And she still partied

and did normal teenage-girl things," says Kim, 16, of her

sister, Kenia, whom she admired for her girly sense of

style. "She'd hate it when I wore sweats. She'd be like,

'Kimberly, get dressed.'"

One warm spring day, Kenia's boyfriend called Kim,

worried, asking her if she knew where Kenia was. Kim
checked Facebook and saw photos of Kenia and her

friends at a club the night before. "She drank, but she was
always careful," says Kim. Kim then called Kenia's

friends, who said she'd disappeared from the club, leaving

her purse and phone on the

table. "She never goes

anywhere by herself," says

Kim. "She'd never leave her

phone. She couldn't shower

without her phone."

After her friend brought Kenia's things to her family,

they saw a text from a stranger that said, "This is Travis,

the guy who gave you a ride last night, white creepy van :)

did you get home okay?" Kenia's dad called Travis, who
said he'd offered her a ride home after he saw her acting

disoriented on the street. On the way, he said, she asked to

stop at a gas station and then randomly took off with

another guy. That didn't seem right to her family, so they

called the police.

Shortly after, news reports said that Travis was caught

on camera wheeling a large duct-taped cooler to the back

door of the bakery he worked at, and then shutting off the

security cameras while wearing elbow-length latex gloves.

Then a witness said he saw a white van and someone

burning something in a barrel behind the bakery. In July,

Travis was charged with attempted murder, arson, and

sexual assault of another woman. It was all too suspicious

for Kenia's family, who pushed the police to investigate as

they waited patiently for any news about Kenia. "No news

is good news," says Kim. "At least there's hope."

UPDATE: Unfortunately, Kim's hopes have been crushed. Just as

this story was going to press, Travis led police to Kenia's body

buried near a highway. "I really thought they were going to find

her alive. When I heard, I fell to the floor, screaming and kicking.

I'm missing a part of me," says Kim. "But in a way, I'm relieved

to know the truth."

WATCH YOUR BACK D USE THE BUDDY SYSTEM - D DEVELOP A SECRET SAFETY D ARM YOURSELF. Carrying mace or pepper

There's no need to Never go out alone and look out WORD. Ifa guy is creeping you out, spray while walking alone can save you, but so

be paranoid if you take for friends by vowing that you'll use a word like banana to signal to a can a brush, keys, pen, or cell phone, held in

a few precautions. always go home together. friend that you need help. your fist and aimed at the attacker's eyes.friend that you need help. your fist and aimed at the attacker's eyes.
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RUNAWAY!
IASIA SWEETING, 18

"FOR HER TO
MEET A GOY,

IT WAS
EVERYTHING
SHE EVER
WANTED."

Missing since April IS, 2010, from
Avondale Estates, GA
There was nothing Iasia loved more

than writing poetry, drawing, and

painting. But all that changed in the

fall of her junior year when Iasia, then

16, met a 17-year-old guy named
Khanowk on the way to school. "She

had a rocky home life, so for her to meet a guy, it was
everything she ever wanted," says her best friend Natalie,

now 19. Khanowk offered to help Iasia with chemistry, even

though she had a 3.5 GPA. "She

would rave about how smart he was

and began seeing him as much as

possible," says Natalie.

One night, Iasia didn't come home
until midnight and her mother was

so upset, she says she "gave her a

whupping" and told her she wasn't

allowed to stay out late again. So

Iasia began skipping school to hang

out with Khanowk and would ask

Natalie to lie for her. At first, Natalie was okay with it.

"She was my best friend. Of course I would cover for her!"

she says. But when Iasia began to pull away from their

friendship, Natalie knew something was very wrong.

"Her whole world became consumed by him and she no

longer confided in me," says Natalie. "I was worried about

her, so I stopped lying for her." Iasia accused Natalie of not

wanting her to be happy and screamed that she no longer

wanted to be best friends. Natalie felt the Iasia she knew
would never turn her back on their friendship. Soon after,

Iasia 's mother called Natalie to tell her she'd run

away. Iasia disabled her Facebook wall to

prevent anyone from posting on it, but still,

Natalie wrote to her almost every day,

hoping that she might respond.

"I was so depressed," says Natalie. "I'm

really scared for her. I don't know anything

about this guy or what kind of person he is, and

I worry that they're living on the streets together."

Finally, last October, Iasia contacted Natalie, and said

they'd see each other again in March, on Iasia's birthday. But

she never showed up. "I still pray for her all the time," says

Natalie. "I pray that she's happy and not getting caught up in

anything that will destroy her. But I have no way of

knowing if that's true."

H you or someone
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BFFs forever
Lauren (left) and

Becca were so close,

they felt Hke sisters.

"my best friend
disappeared

without a trace!"
Lauren Spierer and I have been best

friends since seventh grade. When

^^ she decided to go to Indiana

University and I chose the University of Wisconsin,

We'd
gossip about everything, and I'd try on outfits

and she'd tell me what looked good. Despite the

distance, she was always there for me.

Last January, I surprise-visited her for her

birthday. She was so excited, she jumped into my
arms and knocked over my suitcases! I had no idea

that it would be the last time I'd see her.

I spoke to Lauren on the phone two days before

she disappeared. She was saying how she couldn't

wait for summer, when we could hang out at my
family's pool. Then on June 3, her boyfriend, Jesse,

left me a voicemail. He didn't usually call me, so I

was worried. When I called him back,

! I didn't believe him— it felt too

scary to be true, but as hours and then days

passed, it finally sunk in. I was devastated, but

clung to the hope that she'd turn up.

Five days later, I flew out to Indiana with my
parents. Several of us searched with a retired

police officer, wanting to be the ones to find her.

I'd see potential evidence everywhere, like a hair

ie, and I'd report it just in case. I stayed in Indiana

r four days, not wanting to leave.

Every time I pass our favorite pizza sr

or nail salon, I tear up, wondering where she is.

There's a lot of misinformation out there,

/hich is why her family, friends, and I run the

—to ha

information that isn't gossip, just facts

As her best friend, it's the least I can d

I won't stop until I know the truth

I

WORST NIGHTMARE If your friend goes missing, there are things you
can do right away that will help get the word out.

Call for help. If your friend disappears,

take it seriously. Call 911 and then

800-THE-LOST for more help.

Post a video with clear photos on YouTube

asking for any info. Tag it with your friend's name

and MISSING, and then link to it on Facebook.

Start a Twitter
feed with regular

updates on her case.

17 EXPERTS: Nancy McBride, national safety director of the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC);

Ernie Allen, president & CEO, NCMEC; D'Ann Taflin, public relations manager, NCMEC 147
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we've got your golden ticket!
Shaor icu eare your opinion with Seventeen and you could win amazing

prizes and even be the first to try hot new products.

To join, log on to seventeenalist.com today!
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New on Facebook!

Exclusive Seventeen offers, events, and updates

available on the CHECK IT OUT tab at

facebook.com/seventeenmagazine

(look under our profile picture for the tab)

Maybelline Baby Lips

Show us a photo of yourself wearing your creation using the Maybelline Baby Lips graphics in this issue, and you'll be

entered for a chance to win a $500 shopping spree and a makeup case filled with Maybelline products!

Go to seventeen.com/maybelline to enter.

NO PURCHASE OR PAYMENT OF ANY KM IS NECESSAflV to ENTER OR WIN.A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING MAYBELLINE C0MTES*. Sponsored by

Hearst Communications Inc. To Enter. Go (osewenieencom/maybeHine beginning 1201am ET on iO.''11/1i through t\ :69pm ET on 11/21/11 and submil txw entry *orm, rcluding

an upload of a photo ot you wearing a Mayoefline Baby Los tee shirt you created using a tea shirt of your choosing and the ron-on p/aphics featured on the Maybelline insert in the

November 201 1 issue of Seventeen Magazine. Must be femaje 13-24 years ot age. and a legal resident ol the 50 United States, Puerto Rco, or District of Columba at time ot entry.

Vrxf where prohibited by aw. Contest subject to complete and official rules availaae at seventeen ainVntaybeitine .

Plus, be one of the first 300 readers to purchase any 2 Maybelline Baby Lips products and send your receipt to Seventeen,

and we'll even send you a Maybelline baby tee that you can customize using the Baby Lips graphics.* Send your Maybelline

receipt® and your name, address, phone number, and shirt size (S, M, L, or XL) to: Seventeen, Maybelline Promotion, 300 W. 57th

Street, 1 7th Fl, New York, NY 1 00 1 9.

*W" « supplies last. Maybelline Gil-wltn-Purchase sponsored by Hea/st Corrwunicattons inc. Original receipts must be dated between October 1 1 201 1 and Movember 21 . 201 1

.

Receots will not be retried 300 gifts available. Size crxice will be honored if stock s available, ff not. you may receive another sac. ARV: $1 0. Estimated :ee shirt desuery timeframe:

early January 20' 2. While supples last As scon as Sparse has received the last eligible ent-v. Sponsor will post a notes en seventeen corrVcheckitout so that all consumers ate notified

that there is no larger a chance to recewe the prize. Sponsor's order of receipts is final. Must be a egal resident of he 50 Unrteo States, Puerto Rico, or District ot OcOnbia. Void .vhere

fjron&ted by law Limit one tee shir per person.

M A Y B E L LINENEW YORK

Mean Stinks

Secret Deodorant stands against things that

stink, whether body odor or stinky behavior

like bullying and girl-on-girt meanness.

To help Secret stand up to bullying, go to

facebook.com/meanstinks. Within the

Mean Stinks community, you can share

bullying experiences, get advice on sticky

situations, create "good graffiti" to spread

positive messages, and more.

MEAN

I Fancy You by Jessica Simpson

Romantic and feminine with a just hint of dirtiness, I Fancy You by Jessica Simpson

is floral musk with notes of juicy pear, crisp apple, citrusy bergamot, creamy tuberose, hyacinth,

dewy lily of the valley, and warm sandalwood. It truly embodies the feelings of a first love.

I Fancy You Fragrance Collection

3.4 oz Eau de Parfum Spray $ 59.00

1 .7 oz Eau de Parfum Spray $ 49.00

6.0 oz Body Lotion $ 30.00

MACY'S and MACYS.com
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"Big Apple Experience" Sweepstakes

Want to get Selena's style in one of the fashion capitals of the world? Enter the "Big Apple

Experience" sweepstakes at seventeen.com/kmart for your chance to score a trip

for two to NYC and a S500 Kmart shopping spree with a Seventeen Style Prol

Remember, you can always get the latest

from Dream Out Loud by Selena Gomez

exclusively at Kmart and kmart.com.
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NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN BIG APPLE EXPERIENCE SWEEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Hearst Communications. Inc. Go online to seventeen ccm/kmart id enter.

SweepstaKes bepjns at 12:01 a.m. ET on October i 1,2011 and ends at 1 1 59 pm.ET on November 21 MII.Oneniwinr^wtiirerjewatripfrjrww^rarKJrj^esUorWCfora

2-night stay, inckjoVxj all applicable taxes ($2,200;, $400 for travel indoentas, a $500 Kman ohoflptafl spree w'ii a Seventeen Style Pro. and a Seventeen Swag 3ag !$5fl). "otal ARV

for wavier $3, 1 50. Odds of wmng will depend upon the tola' number of eligible entries received. Must be *er-ate. 1 3-24 years old. and a tegaJ resident of the 50 United States,

Puerto Rico or Dstnct ot Columbia. Vod where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes sjO;ect to complete ofticia rules available at seventeen com/kmart.

Someday by Justin Bieber

Seventeen invites you to get personal with Justin Bieber's irresistible new fragrance, Someday! Stop by Macy's to check

out the new fragrance, enjoy some of Justin's favorite sips and sweets, and enter for a chance to win cool giveaways,

all while the DJ spins the hottest Bieber tunes. Plus, receive a pair of jeweled earbuds as your special gift* with your

qualifying fragrance purchase.

For a fun-filled afternoon, join us at Macy's:

Stonewood Mall, Downy. CA

October 29th, 2:00PM - 4:00PM

Roosevelt Field Mall, Garden City, NY

November 5th, 12:00PM - 2:00PM

'One per person, »t>* supplies last.

SOMEDAY
BY JUSTIN BIEBER
Nfc VTJR If I GO wnV- th» new k*grdnc* fa* •"»* fr*t Of** b*t»
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Try a Bold New Look!

Great protection doesn't have to be boring.

That's why U by Kotex* offers a stylish line of

tampons, pads, and liners in bright colors and

bold designs.

See for yourself and save with a coupon

from ubykotex.com.

Quince Fabulosa

Discover your inner Princess at David's

Bridal where you can find everything to plan

the perfect Quinceahera—from fabulous

Quince fashions and looks your Damas will

love, to invitations, accessories, and more.

DavidsBridal.com/quince

DAVID'S BRIDAL



false alarm
"I came home late one night after play rehearsal and couldn't

findmy house keys. My parents were out and not answering

their phones, andmy neighbors, who had a spare key, weren't

home either. I poked above their front door looking for it, but

I must have set off the silent alarm because the police arrived,

lights flashing. I stood there, humiliated, trying to convince

them I wasn't some 17-year-old criminal mastermind until

some other neighbors stepped in to vouch for me!

"

gettin' down
"I was at a club showing off

my best moves while people
circled around me—but the

floor was slippery, and I fell

flat on my face! I got up as

if nothing had happened,
but a few minutes later, I

face-planted again. I was so

embarrassed and didn't want
to fall a third time, so I didn't

get up right away. When my
friends yelled for someone to

get help, I snapped back to

reality and literally crawled

off the dance floor—getting

stains on my new pants, too!"

tSiSSli

-BRIDGET MENDLER,

the ex factor
"I was at a party and saw
my ex across the room. I

was so nervous that I

started babbling about it

to a girl sitting next to me
on the couch. All of a

sudden, he came over and
kissed her on the lips!

Then she turned to me and
introduced him as her
boyfriend. I was paralyzed

with shock. We stared at

each other until I got the

feeling back in my legs

and ran out of the party

without looking back!"

onenutty
night

"My crush and I were on
our first date at an ice

cream parlor. I quickly

finished my small scoop,

so he offered me some of

his giant turtle sundae.

I didn't realize it had
nuts in it—and I'm
totally allergic to

them! My face and
tongue swelled up
and I had to be
rushed to the

hospital.

Worst. Date.

Ever!"r&
;: SEVENTEEN.

Read new traun
yours at .com/dailytrauma



Giveaway Rules
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Sponsored by Hearst
Communications, Inc. Must be female, between the ages of

13 and 29, and a resident of the 50 United States or District

of Columbia. Void where prohibited by law.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE AEROPOSTALE NEW YORK
FRAGRANCE GIVEAWAY (page 14): Starting October 11,
2011, until November 1, 2011, bring in the November 2011
issue, a printout of the seventeen.com home page, or the
November 2011 iPad edition to any Aeropostaie store to

receive one 0.5 oz. bottle of Aero New York fragrance
(approximate retail value $12.50). Fifteen-thousand (15,000)
Aero New York fragrances will be given away. One per person.

While supplies last. A notice will be posted on seventeen.com
when Sponsor has received 15,000 entries.

Sweepstakes Rules
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Sponsored
by Hearst Communications, Inc. Must be female, between the

ages of 13 and 29, and a legal resident of the 50 United
States, District of Columbia, or Canada. Void in Quebec
Province, and where prohibited by law, unless otherwise noted.

Odds of winning depend on the number of eligible entries

received.

HOW TO ENTER THE NOVEMBER DAILY FREEBIES (page
12): Open to females, between the ages of 13 and 29, and a

legal resident of the 50 United States, District of Columbia, or

Canada. Void in Quebec Province and where prohibited by law.

Minors must get permission to enter. Complete and submit
the online entry form at seventeen.com/freebies beginning

at 12:01 a.m. et, November 1, 2011, through 11:59 p.m. et,

November 30, 2011. Daily sweepstakes will be held each day
starting at 12:00 a.m. et, and ending at 11:59 p.m. et,

for 30 days. Sweepstakes subject to complete Official Rules
available at seventeen.com/freebies. Motion Picture Artwork™
& © 2011 Summit Entertainment, LLC. All rights reserved.

HOW TO ENTER THE NOVEMBER ALL ACCESS
SWEEPSTAKES (page 80): Go to seventeen.com/freebies to

enter, beginning at 12:01 a.m. et, October 11, 2011, through
11:59 p.m. et, November 22, 2011. One (1) winner will win the

following prizes: Maya NM Women's Sneakers (approximate
retail value: $65), Lightweight Coverup (approximate retail

value: $35), Overlay Jacket (approximate retail value: $70),
Basic Fleece Capri (approximate retail value: $35), and Dizzy

Barrel Bag (approximate retail value: $50) from PUMA. Total

approximate retail value for all prizes awarded: $255.
Sweepstakes subject to complete Official Rules available at

seventeen.com/freebies

.

HOW TO ENTER THE BREAKING DAWN SWEEPSTAKES (page

104): Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. Beginning
October 15, 2011, at 12:01 a.m. et, through November 4,

2011, at 11:59 p.m. et, go to seventeen.com/freebies and
complete and submit the entry form pursuant to the on-screen

instructions. Forty-nine (49) winners will each receive one pair

of tickets to see a showing of Breaking Dawn taking place on
or about November 15, 2011, at a movie theater near them.
Must be between the ages of 13 and 29 and a resident of the

50 United States or District of Columbia. Void in Puerto Rico,

Canada, and where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes subject to

complete Official Rules available at seventeen.com/
freebies.

Contest Rules
HOW TO ENTER THE SEVENTEEN PRESENTS TYRA BANKS'S
FIERCELY REAL MODEL CONTEST 2011 (page 20): NO
PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Sponsored by

Hearst Communications, Inc. Beginning October 11, 2011, at

12:01 a.m. et, through December 3, 2011, at 11:59 p.m. et, go
to seventeen.com/fiercelyreal and complete and submit the

entry form pursuant to the on-screen instructions. All entries

must include two (2) close-up color photographs of your face

(one smiling, one not smiling), and one {1} color photograph
ofyourfull body, each taken within the previous 30 days, and
include your height, weight, shirt size, pants size, hair color,

and eye color. Entries must also include an essay of 50 words
or less describing what makes you the perfect "Seventeen
Presents Tyra Banks's Fiercely Real Model" model. Entrant

must not be under contract with a modeling agency. Winner
will receive a $1,000 check; a two-night, one-day trip to New
York, NY, for a Seventeen magazine fashion photo shoot in

either January or February 2012; a possible appearance in

Seventeen magazine; the opportunity to become a style

correspondent for seventeen.com for one year; and may
receive a modeling contract to be represented by Wilhelmina
Models in New York, NY. Must be female, between the ages of

13 and 29 and a resident of the 50 United States, District of

Columbia, or Canada. Void in Puerto Rico, Quebec Province,

and where prohibited by law. Contest is subject to complete
Official Rules available atseventeen.com/fiercelyreal.

HOW TO ENTER THE SCAVENGER HUNT CONTEST
(page 104): NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. Go to twitter.com

to enter, beginning November 25, 2011, at 12:01 a.m. et,

through December 1, 2011, at 11:59 p.m. et, follow

@seventeenmag and then tweet a picture of your best
scavenger hunt find from Black Friday 2011 (November 25,
2011) to @seventeenmag, using the hashtag
#17scavengerhunt. Two (2) winners will be selected by a

Seventeen editor, and each will receive a Samsung Sidekick

4G cell phone. Approximate retail value of each prize: $100.
Must be female and between the ages of 13 and 29 and a

resident of the 50 United States, District of Columbia, or

Canada. Void in Puerto Rico, Quebec Province, and where
prohibited by law. Contest is subject to complete Official Rules

available at seventeen.com/freebies.
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Fashion Tips!

Creative Careers!

Cool Prizes!

DIY Projects!

Scholarships!

Join now
it's free!

Sponsored by FIDM
Fashion Institute of Design Si Merchandising

MODELING I ACTING CENTERS

Win a photoshoot in NYC!

1.561.362.8998 barbizonmodeling.com
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STRONGER,
THICKER,
LONGER In Just

5 to 7
Days!

Developed through scientific research. Amazing J

HAIR BEAUTY PLUS Formula nourishes and I

builds stronger, thicker, longer-looking hair. It S, <

expands the size of each strand of hair and r

gives it more flex and stretch. Your hair will be

thicker and more radiantly alive. Works so fast.]

you'll thrill to dramatic results In just 5 to 7 days'
Looks like 3 months of growth -in only one weekf
And, of course, no split or broken ends. Contains no grease or alcohol,

looks natural. Sale lor tinted, dyed or bleached hair. Send only $15.95

+ S4 P&H for 3 months supply. Save! Order full 6 months supply for

only $28 95 + $5 P&H 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

VALOR ENTERPRISES, INC. Oept. H-68-0
1040 First Ave., Ste. 326 New York. NY 10022

Order By Phone: 212-371-3583 (M-F 10-5PM EST)
Or at www.valorenterpnses.com (24/7)

Earn Your Diploma In As
Little as Four wionthsr

Nationally Accredited • Sell-Paced Learning

Gradesa-12 'Home Study «*-%'%,
Visit Us At www.dtizerischool.coni / £l_£tt
For a P/w Brocrgre. Call Dt st S Toll Free: ; : J)ETC ''-

'

1-800-736-CRAD
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Direct Response Advertising

Contact: Leslie Reyes

212.649.2922
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scorvio ?Qi
Oct23-Nov21
Even though you love your BFF, you've been

driving each other nuts lately. But around

the 13th, you'll find out that people have

been saying nasty stuff about her and

jump to her defense without thinking twice.

After that, you'll both remember how lucky

you are to be besties and renew your bond.

Sagittarius
Nov22-Dec21
You were psyched to reconnect with all

yourfriends in September, but the new
school year already feels like the same
old, same old. On the 25th, the solar

eclipse will nudge you to introduce yourself

to new people. By the end of the month,

the fun (and hot parties) will really start!

cavricorn
Dec 22-Jan 19

With all your midterm projects and after-

school activities, you've been mega-busy.

You're a pro at juggling all this stuff, but by

the 10th, you'll feel worn out and just plain

blah. That's the full moon urging you to

recharge, Cap. You'll feel like your old self

in no time ifyou take a little breather.

|/f))MJilM q?

Jan20-Feb18
You and an adorable guy from class have

been chatting online, and his cute IMs

always make you smile! Why is it that you

two never seem to hang out face-to-face?

On the 3rd, the stars will be perfectly

aligned for a real-live date—though you

may have to do the asking. He'll say yes!

isces \£b?
Feb19-Mar20
As a sensitive Pisces girl, you instantly

pick up on everyone's feelings, which can

be a blessing and a curse. When two of

your friends have a huge fight on the 5th,

you'll feel torn. Luckily you'll tap into your

amazing peacemaking skills to help

them work things out. Crisis averted!

aries >2>#
Mar21-Apr19
You've been so broke recently, and staying

in is getting old. Thankfully the sun will

land in your money area until the 22nd,

bringing spending cash with it! That outfit

at the mall you've been obsessed with?

You'll finally be able to snag it—and just

in time for a hot night out with your girls!

taurus
Apr20-May20
In late November, it will seem like your BF

has gone MIA. When you're with him, he'll

be lost in his thoughts; when you're apart,

his cell won't get reception. Grrrr! Blame
Mercury: On the 24th, it will go retrograde,

messing with all kinds of communication.

Things will return to normal, so hang on.

miui #^>
May21-Jun20
Gems always have a packed schedule,

but last month was ridic! As you rushed

from event to event, everyone wound up

feeling shortchanged, including you. On
the 2nd, Mercury will help you set some
priorities; you won't see as many friends,

but you'll actually have a lot more fun!

cancer
Jun21-Jul22
You've been looking for a new workout or

sport to try, and thanks to the sun, you'll

find one that's perfect for you. The prob?

Near the 22nd, you'll be so driven to

improve your performance, you could end
up pushing yourself way too hard. If you

don't watch it, Cancer, you'll get hurt!

IBHq?
July23-Aug22
The guy you've been hanging out with

lately is very sweet, and you keep hoping

to feel that special spark between you.

For both yoursakes, it may be time to just

let him go, Leo. On the 15th, you'll meet
someone you really click with. You'll want

to be available when it happens, right?

IIMMJ'Q?
Aug23-Sep22
Your girls FB as much as anyone else, but

they're starting to worry about how much
time you spend online. Plus, they miss
hanging out with you! All this month,

they'll devote themselves to getting you

offline and outdoors. You may complain,

but secretly you'll love all the attention!

libra &
Sep23-Oct22
You have B-day gift cards burning a hole in

your pocket and you're ready to shop! FYI

:

If you hit the mall on the 26th, the planets

will seriously tempt you to spend them all

in one shot. If you wait until the next day

(or better yet, leave one at home for later),

you'll end up with stuff you really want!

^?=«irltalk -xSffl- = hot parties \J^= flirtyfun ydi= crazydrama *-'amazing makeover

seventeen.com
I
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See why Ashley Tisdale thinks
milk is worth cheerins for at
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